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INTRODUCTION

" A working knowledge of English must be ever

more widely disseminated throughout the world."

Albert H. MarckwardtI

lliaald B. Allen, 121WhIllailcadLittILESSSI New
York: 1965), p. 3.
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A fresh look at new trends and philosophies of education is very

important and imperative. "The acceleration of change in our time is itself

an elemental force.... (which) has personal and psychological, as well as

sociological, consequences. "2 Science and technology are responsible for

the rapid changes which affect individuals and society at large. Schools and

education lag behind because they are".... influenced by custom, habit,

tradition.... Research becomes a threat to complacency, untested assump-

tions and unexamined practices. H3

Charles E. Silberman's4 book verifies the fact that many students

today" .... learn that life is enevitably routine, depersonalized, venally

graded...6 The stark tragedy that within too many schools there is "every-

thing but successful teachers" (because schools are producing) "everything

but successful learners... "6 This applies to most subjects of the curriculum,

including English" students learn little from their English classes because

previous experiences and language disabilities conspire to cause them. to

2
Alvin Toff ler. Future Shock, (New York

3Harold G. Shane and June Grant Mulry.
Instruction Through Research, (Washington, D

: 1971), p. 2.

baraykag_Uagoilg.
.C.: 1963), p.l.

4Crisis _in the_Classroom, Zlle Remaking of American_Bducation.
(New York: 1971).

6William F. O'Neill. Ugpational Hereslu, (Glenview, Illinois:
1969). p. 192.

6Daniel N. Fader, Ph. D. and Elton B. McNeil, Ph. D. jiooked on
Books: Program and Proof. (New York: 1968), p. 6.
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reject any learning experience called English. "7 This is true whether

English is taught as the vernacular or as a second language. The writer

and many other English teachers must confess. that "instead of freeing and

augmenting the student's store of language, Englishtclasses.... (serve as)

an inhibiting function. "8

The importance of English and its role in Puerto Rico cannot be

questioned when facts such as follow are realized:

1. The global role of English in international affairs is verified

by the fact that: "Telstar, o,',r first communications satellite

makes ptssible global television. "9 For international communi-

cations only a few languages are used extensively. The United

Nations recognize.... English" 10 (one of the six).

2. Scientific/technical communication is currently a major problem.

UNESCO figures indicate that 71% of all scientific writing is

French, German, and English with English accounting for 62% of

this output." 11

7 Mid, p. 27.

8Ibid, p. 7.
9 Mary Elizabeth Fowler. Teaching. Language. Composition. and

Literatute. (New York: 1965) , p. 2.

1 0Frank A. Rice. Study f he Rol of Sec nd La ua es in ksia
Africa. and Latin m rica. (Washington, D.C.: 1962), p. 106.

Ibid, p. 107.



3. English is considered the universal language." English

language is used by 400 million people.... of the world.

Chinese the only language used by more people.... Today,

about 1 out of every 8 uses English has a large and

more varied vocabulary than any other language. "12

4. Progress in. Puerto Rico since 1940 has been rapid in all

aspects - economical, cultural, political, educational, etc.

Statistical records confirm this progress: Puerto Rico's per

capita income in 1963 was $469 and in 1969 was $1,234. The

population growth over a twenty year period was 18.3% from

1940 to 1950 and 6.3% from 1950 to 1960. In 1950 the total

enrollment for elementary and secondary, plus the univer-

sities and vocational schools was 475,000 and in 1960

increased to 718,000. Illiteracy in 1940 was 32,5% for

persons 10 years or older. In 1960 it was 12.4%. The

economic and cultural phenomenon is seen 1-iL the growth

of a middle class in the mid twentieth century. 13

Puerto Rico is a commonwealth (Estado Libre Asociado) of the United

States. The island's postal and monetari system, as well as the domestic

system of weights and measures are the same as that of United States.

12
World Book Encyclopedia.

13nncyclopedLa Americana.

(Chicago: 1969), Vol. 6, English.

New York: 1968), Vol. 20, Puerto Rico.

3
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5. Since World War II there has been a great spurt of Puerto Rican

migration to the United Stites which varied from 28,000 to 45,000

in 1945. In 1969 however those returning to the island exceeded

those who left the island by 7,047. 14
Today there continues to

be a constant shuffling back and forth from Puerto Rico to United

States. This greatly affects the island's cultural. and social

patterns and has tremendous implications for the teaching of

English in the Puerto Rican schools.

"Latin America is in rapid development of educational systems where

people can trained to new occupations the :solution of the language

problem becomes one of the first obstacles to be overcome.',15

These statistics Justify the teaching of English in Puerto Rico. At all

levels, but apecially at the high school level, it is very important to have

an attractive meaningful and effective English program.

Puerto Rico's language problem began in 1900 when English was

introduced into the public school by Clark. 16 Since that date the assump-

tions as to the importance of teaching English have never been discussed

more than at present,

Rico.

14The World Almanac and Book of Facts. (New York: 1'?71) Puerto

15Frank A. Rice, op. cit., p. 105.
16Aida S. Candelas. English as a Second Language in Puerto Rico.

(University of Puerto Rico: 1954), p. 1.
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Aida Candelas states the assumptions as follows:

I. English is an asset of inestimable value to the people of Puerto

Rico.

2. It can be taught effectively as a second language without

displacing nor corrupting the mother tongue (Spanish) and also

without retarding the mental development.

3. It will not seriously damage the mother tongue but there must be

a balanced instruction of both English and Spanish.17

Two factors in particular that helped the writer choose a topic related

to transformationel - generative grammar are:

I. The writer's ten years of experience teaching English as a second

language in Puerto Rican Junior and Senior High Schools, and

2. The promises that the new theory of generative grammar has to

contribute to language learning.

From 1968-1971 the writer was privileged to teach at CROEM, an experi-

mental high school sponsored by the Puerto Rican Department of Education

for the purpose of innovating methods of teaching. Re-evaluating the methods

and activities used in English classes at CROEM and those used in the

regular high schools of Puerto Rico, the writer discovered that significant

learning only takes place when the student is actively involved in a positive

manner in all phases of the learning process. This means that the teacher

17 'bid, p, 4,



functions only as a guide and a resource person,, The writer also became

dublut13 about the audiolingual approach for second language teaching -

especially the pattern - practice exercises which students generally dislike.

In chapter 1 a brief description of the English Language Program in

Puerto Moo for the past twenty years will be given; for much of the informa-

tion presented the writer is greatly indebted to one of her professors, Joseph

Kavetsky, 18 and also a classmate, Nana RodriVuez, 19 whose respective

writings were a great help.

Chapter 11 will include what educators and linguistics say today about

the audiolingual approach, a brief history of linguistics which will supply

the reader with a background understanding for structural grammar and the

theory of transformational - generative grammar. A look at psycholinguistics

and sociolinguistics and their recent contributions to language learning will

take up the later part of the chapter arid will comprise almost half of the

chapter's content which is relevant to what will be discussed in the

following chapter.

Bilingualism and second language learning will be considered in the

opening of Chapter 111. Emphasis and attention will specially be given to

18Joseph Kavetsky. "La Bnseilanza del Inglds en Puerto Rico: Una
interpretacian y catica de la enserian7.a y aprendizaje del inglds en Puerto
Rico desde el aft() id49." Universidad de Puerto Rico: 1963).

19Idalia Rodrfguez Silva. "The English Language Program in Puerto
Rico," Unpublished thesis. (University of Puerto Rico: 1972).
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English at the secondary- level. The ideas presented are derived from readings

about transformational - generative grammar and foam other contemporary

sources.

The term grammar needs to be clarified as meaning "a theory of language

..hiCh attempts to account for what speakers of that language do with it."

The extensive reading, as indicated by the bibliography, in preparation

for writing this monograph by far did not exhaust all that is related to th.?

theory of transformational - generative grammar. licever, it does include

what was considered most relevant for the topic under discussion. Likewise

the conclusions and recommendations whould neither be considered exhaustive

nor final,20

20joseph Aurbach, Philip IL, Cook, Robert B. Kaplan, and Virginia J.
Tufte. TransformatioggGrammarl A guide for Teachers, (Rockville,
Mari land: 1968), p. 6.



Chaptor 1

A Briet:121, 1 tion and Evaluatioriaf the Enci-I
Language T.1.-50,vrt of ,p Rico Since IVO.

"The ability to see lamiliar facts in a new light
Is equivalent to acquiring a new sense." 1

'IL A. Gleason, Jr. Linguistics and English Grammar, (New York:
1965), go v.



Before de-.7elopin3 the main part o= tl-ls monograph, contained in

chars 11 and ill brief look at nn-' an ovaluatian of the situation of

English teaching in Puerto Rico's public :7chools since 195 0 will help the

reader to understand and appreciate the writer's concern as expre,.,-ed in the

i ,7tw.tion.

The five aspects to be considered will readily reveal the 0::isting

dilemma of language learning in Puerto itt o. Each of these, as listed

below, will briefly be discussed:

A. The objectivs- or goals

B. The material- and method

. The teacher-, pupils, and supervisors

D. Attempts to improve the teaching of English

E. An evaluation of the English program

A. 1.41911LIct ve or goals

Since the wrk.:er is more concerned with High School English, the

objectives for grades one to six will not be included. However, they are

the same as the first two of the objectives listed below except for the norms

which state "for the elementary level" instead of "for the secondary level."

The outlined summary lex the English curriculum, prepared by the

Department of Education states the general objectives for grades 7 to 12 as:

By the end of 0(1. twelfth grade, the student have further

developed:

1. the ability to understand, speak, read and write

En fish in accordance with the norms for the



a

:.-,econCtary

"). habits of r.r:111!7:h. vehicle of communication

the ability tc, 7: English reading as a tool for secur

ing it:formation, F.1 meanr, of recreltion.2

out four "objective!: generale.s y

entender el 7-,:r!tirlo. "3

B. The inatertaL.:_aryd methods

The tentLioo:::: used in both the elementary and secondary schools are

The Fries American English, Series ore boroe on the linguistic theory of

structualisra, employing th(-! aucliolia-7,111 .:pproach.

The Department of Education r.'.;y7igniltes the amount of time to be

dedicated to Engii311 instruction.

Lu.gli3ii instruction in thr.. cominry schools i^ .... 2/5 of the

overall time for language activ1tie3, 2/5 for reading if texts assigned

to each vado, and 1/5 for enrichment

The curriculum is being broadened further at the twelfth grade

level by the introduction of c,lective courses in Conversational

English, American Literature, Composition, Modified Basic English,

and Shakespeare to help prepare our students for high achievement

2

1070-71 (Puerto Rico, p. 1.
3
Joseph Kavetsky "La Ensefiartza del inglfs en Puerto Rico: Una

Interpretacidn y Ceitica de la Ensedanza y AprendizaJe del inglds en. Puerto
Rico desde el Alto 1949," Universidad de Puerto Rico: 1963), P. 1.

Am.

e En h C col. m Sec $ch
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at the university level.

Drama an experimental project in the

use of English, . began in the second semester of

1867-68,4

C. The teachers, pupils and superiri2ors

Dr, Kavetsky comments about the Puerto Rican teachers of English,

the pupils, and supervisors, In essence he says that Sin comparison to

the foreign language teachers of United States the English teachers of Puerto

Rico are better prepared because they have studied English for twelve years

before entering the university where they also have studied English for four

years, However, Dr, Kavetsky observes, that the teachers and students are

inhibited about speaking English. He feels this situation exists because

much emphasis has given to pronunciation which creates a fear to speak

English. He also points out that the. majority of high school graduates enter-

.ing the University of Puerto Rico have- not sufficiently mastered pronunciation,

.vocabulary nor grammatical structures of English which is necessary for their

, 6more advanced stuoy.. About the English supervisors he remarks that within

the last ten years the number of local supervisors has been increased and

the tendency is to give the full responsibility of the Englil,. program to these

4Outline summary of the English Curriculum..., Op. cit., pp.15, 18, 21.-

Sjoseph Kavetsky, op. cit., pp. 15, 16.

mid, p. 18-
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supervisors, Too m:D.r.y tr.;1.,:i. to display their 'authority by insist-

ing using only the prescribed rilc,,thr.A:-., .,.rd do not permit any t-.1:nriation

nor teacher o.xperim.entation .7

From my porsonal experience of ten years of teaching English 1r Puerto

Tunior sad Senir).' :'sigh Schools, tl-te writer has observed that most

supervisors are more concerned to the teacher111 le53on plan and to

observe how well .he has carried it.pilt.tharo the obs.erved activi-

ties and to conclude whether or not nny real learning has taken place.

From a report on a research projcct - related to some aspects of the

studentW motivation in the Puerto racsn High Schools Dr. Aida S. Candelas,

a professor at the University of Puerto and some. of her students in 196

discovered the following which is relevant to the subject under conideration

(the teachers and pupils):

The majority of the students (1012 fawn the five

high schools that participated in the research project)

have a. positive attitude toward-English the teachers

affirm there seen to be certain faCtors that

prevent teachers from making the most Of the positive

attitude... their main interest in leatning English is

mostly of a utilitarian purpose.. they like the speak-

ing aspect best. Yet, ... they state that they are afraid

to speak.English. (This coincides with what Dr. Kavetsky

observed)..:.

7 Joseph Kavetsky, op. cit. a p. 21.
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.... the majority of the English teachers (45 high school

teachers from the same fivehc)ols referred to above)

are not quite satisfied with the present English program.

--Perhaps the most significant problem to be pointdd

out.... is the teachers' preparation.... in terms of a

degree (it is) satisfactory but the findings reveal that

their education in their field or specialization is riot

satisfactory. 3

D. Attempts to improve the teaching of English

The Department of Education is putting forth an effort to try to

improve the teaching of English. It has sponsored and continues to 'sponsor

various programs Of which i;hree deserve mention.

1. The Reacher Corps Program - now in its fifth cycle 1970 -72..

in areas of socio-economic deprivation.... aim's, to improve

these children's mastery of their Own vernacular, and at. the

same time helps them to acquire skills in English. 9

2. Silingualbuttro ram - The Department of English and the

-university of Puerto Rico recruit and train native or near native

speakers of English to teach that language in the primary grades

.(1st, 2nd and 3rd grades)... The bilingual teachers now

8Aida S. Candelas, "Study In Some Aspects of Student's Motivation in
Senior HighsSchool EngliW (University of Puerto Rico, 1963), pp.._ 19-21,24.

9Wane Rodrfguez Silva, "The English Language Program in Puerto Rico" ,
Unpublished thesis, (University of Puerto Rico: 1972), pp. 16, 17.
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nurr;:.,22 0.400, and it is expected to reach 2,000.10

3. The Bilingual Educational Program - This has been

another attempt at relating English with the curriculum.

This program is also an attempt at coping with the

many oeventh, eight, and ninth graders returning from

the States with schooling in t'nglish.11

grlt bepartment of Education has different curriculum centers on the

istand. In 19(39 the Center )for Eglir,h was opened in San Juan.

Each curriculum center was to provide professional

advice and provide materials, 'o be equipped po

loan films, morcis and tapes. Ole of the most

important functions is, "Prober, expetimentar y evaluar

ciertos materiales en el salan de clases, y hacer

recomendaciones respecto a su valor educativrA12

E. An Evaluation of the English Program

Ida lia Rodriguez in her monograph presents a numbe* of critical views

which may be considered as an evaluation of Puerto Rico's English language

program. Below is a summary of these criticisms:

1. Theodore Brame ld in his book, The Remaking of a

10 Ida lift ::cvlrfguez Silva, op. cit. 4 p. 49.

11 1b1.1, pp. Si, 52.

121bid, p. 49.
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Culture, mentions these factors are retarcWig the

learning of English as a second language: one period

a day for twelve years, lack of continuous practice

in English outside of school, considering the students

capacity as reeptive, ine:quately trained teachers,

limited vesource materials, huge classes and double

sessions, is,t.orly enforced attendance rules....

on the average students dislike the English period

more than they like it....

Other gra-ssroot recommendations in his book

include modification of choral practice to reduce

fatigue and freedom; provide opportunity to integrate

English with learning of other subjects. The present

almost isolation of English instru,:ttnn from the rest

of the curriculum would he recogn 2ed eihat it is

- a perpetuation - ....of chiefly behaviuristtc

principles and practice of learning, l3

2. Dr. Ralph B. Long agrees with Brame ld about the

iruportance of practicing English outside of school

and providing many situations in which the students

have contact with English. As the result of a survey

13Walla Rodriguez Silva, op. cit., p. 6.
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Dr. Long vat for The Council of Higher

Educotion of Rico in 19 ;1 11c 3ltiJ -,..):):::::7t;d:-

Otra do Li r: quo en realidad el programa

consinte de prIctica c::trs'rna do patrom:::, en relativo

lislamiento c^ leetura y do las cosec ;lue low alumnos

quisieron por 'ioluntad propia.

Uno eL3ta'cl.:1...-)f.; con quo se confrouta la

ensefanza r.o1 inc,f16sz es la forma deficiente (Al clue

se estl c?nne-'7mr!o A r.spailol en Puerto Ilic:).14

. Robert l'r,rrin.7 in the same report for the Council

of Higher Erl,lc11.1.cn comments: ....quo haya limi-

tada dtIeusi611 problemas, opiniones,

y la falta do c.:71..1.erzo por ayudar 3 to S arioz.

utilizer el in71';-, do mantra funcional y !.ignificativa.15

Aida Cancielacl calls attention to a different at:pc.,.c t. of the tuglish program:

....the emphasis is put on the mastery of the four aspects of

language: hearing, speaking, reading, writing.... the need for a fourfold

mastery of the increase in inteochange of peroons.... because of closer

social, economic and political relations.... a professional and vocational

14Idalia Rodrfguez Silva, op. cit., p. 7.
15Thid, p. 8.
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,
1. 6

are rr.:-Ir.7 or i Rico.

Dr. avetsky points °tat ftor ie tpa,..7,h,le, or th,:, ift:F!..t.hr.,,l, or the

material,: CCIIPT!

L. ft.2 of t.11,:: iollgi(t Ina

ZAVV:: 01)11;)1'tt.illit's t?acher

to e7,:perimen',. .aeaching to try VE ::)con lit the

UttiVerSity .17

Lloyd Tire:Tian in hii= "I'Dc tors Influeno.ing.L.:.rning a

Second Lancrigc-", refers to Pit-rto ;:c-1 n example of LI peoplc. :.:cpe,sed

to a second language.

....Puerto Rico pt.,::setits, an,::.)ther ,While the Dep...--trtrr.ent

of Education of the D;lan:111:. c-Acelient iTriiish program g.ce,t

difficulty is per the popolation outside the Uf7.)dll that

they would bc,nefit from th 1tion of a knowledge of English."

Before cbsing this chapter the writer considers four references of impor-

tance because of their relationship to certain aspects as mentioned.

1. Waal, 'BrarcRld pointed out 19 as a criticism of Puerto ilico!7.;

1 6Aida Candelas, "English as a Second Language in Puerto Rico,"
Unpublished thesis, (-University of Puerto Rico: 1954), p. 3,

17Joseph Kavetsky, op. cit., pp. 1-6-22-.
18Enalislirnal, LXXXI, (1961), pp. 310-313.

1 9Walla Rodaguez Silva, op, cit., p. 6.
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language program coincides with John Bordie's and

Arthur Cullen's opinions. Bordie says learning English

successfully as a second language must be "no after

thought"; it must be part of tAe "total educational

protss."20

2. Cullen in Califorttla helped develop a four-year

liberal arts college in which all subjects are taught

in Spanish. He recommends that after two or three

years foreign language study the student should

study other subjects in that language rather than

study advanced grammar, composition or literature.21

3. Dr. Long's statement 22 about one of the obstacles

the Puerto Rican student has is supported by

Weinreich who discusses the importance of profi-

ciency in the learner's native language.. An inherent

non-structural factor for learning a second language

3is a relative proficiency in his own native language.2

20John G. Bordie, "When Should Instruction in a Second Language or
Dialect Begin?", Elementary English XLVIII, (May, 1971), pp. 435-440.

21Arthur Cullen, "A New Option for Foreign Language School, NEA
Waal, LVII, 1968), pp. 12, 13.

22Aida Rodrfguez Silva, op. cit., p. 7.

23So1 Soporta (Edited by) Psycho linguistics. A Book of Readings,
(New York: 1966) 8 P. 378.
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4. The most important function of the curriculum center

was pointed out to be experimenting, evaluating and

recommending. 24 To the writer's knowledge little of

this has been done. In spite of the well-meaning

attempts to improve the island's English progfam.

....what is needed now is a series of small-

scale carefully controlled educational experi-

ments in which some of the best minds in

linguistics, foreign language teaching, psychol-

ogy, education, experimental design, and

measurement would be brought to bear on the

problem.25

The pertinence of Carroll's opinion is proven by what many educators

say concerning thG present situation of language learning both in the native

and the second language. An examination of such criticism is in order and

will be included in the following chapter.

24Aida Rodrikjggz

25 John B. Carroll,

Silva, loc. cit., p. 48.

The Study of Language, (Cambridge: 1955), p. 187.



Chapter II

Linguistics and the Theory of Transformational - Generative Grammar

"Interest in linguistics among English teachers has risen

phenomenally in the last few years.... It is no longer responsible

behavior merely to iggore fit, yet no clear picture emerges from most

of the debate. Too frequently linguistics is presented as slightly
P 1esoteric.

111. A. Gleason, Jr. Linguistics and English Grammar, (lbw York: 1963j,
p.v.
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Today's educators in Puerto Rico and elsewhere are questioning the

effectiveness of the audiolingual approach to language learning both in the

vernacular and second languages. Many linguists, as well, are dubious

and are re-evaluating this approach. Has it accomplished what the struc-

tural linguists hoped it would? How do they and educators answer this

question? Varbuus opinions will be mentioned here because of their signif-

icant and their relevance to the Puerto Rican situation.

A. Educators and linguists re-evaluate the effectiveness of the

auc_1121000112grauk.

Dr. Robert C. Lugton, editor of English as a Second

jaanctuage. Current Issues,, said in 1970:

A common European (specially Britbsh) complaint

about American approaches to the teaching of English

as a second language (ESL) is as follows: 'no matter

Whether structurally or transformationally based

American ESL textbook materials and methodology are

sentence oriented, lacking important relationships to

usage and content.' 2

Leonard Newmark agrees that structural habits are stressed at the

expense of language in context and that the students' classroom knowledge

seems "....too often to be unavailable for his own use.... the main control

2ldalia Rodriguez Silva, "The English Language Program in Puerto
Rico," (Unpublished thesis, University of Puerto Rico: 1972), p. 47.
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the teacher needs to exert is that the materials to be studied are graspable

and usable items for the learner. "3

!Lester S. Golub expresses his opinion by saying that in teaching English

to ( both native and non-native speakers) one must decide whether

(languages truths) are better acquired by means of educational method..;

or whether a language truth is never truely assimulated as a truth except

insofar as it has first been reconstructed or rediscovered by means of some

activity relevant to the task. 4

Wilga Rivers points out that:

it seems unreasonable to derive methods of foreign language

learning from the way the cPild learns his natbre language.

The temptation, however, is great. Most writers, while

acknowledging the great difference in ,,rie twp situations

manage to slip in a few recommendations based on native-

language learning and present them as cognate arguments

for certain procedures. 5

John B. Cattail is also:

doubtful whether learning a foreigg language should proceed

in all respects in a manner paralleling the acquisition of

3 Reading imiAppliee Transformational Grammar, (New York: 1970),
Pp. 243, 244, 248, 249.

4Language Awareness as Thought Process," glementary English. LVIII,
(May, 1971), pp. 444-451.

5Teachina Poreian Laflamme Skills, (Chicago: 1968), p. 103.



Innguace of a child.... The so-called mimicry memoriza-

tion' method.... Is full of challenging problems for

peveholinguistic study The methods of the ling&tic

scfentist as a teacher are not necessarily the most

,affective methods.... we are ignorant as to the best

ways of strengthening new linguistic habits, and must

therefore appeal to the psychologist to give us new

evidence on this score.6

John J. Bordie agrees with Carroll and Rivers. His claim is that most

authors just "assume" that second language learning follows the same pattern'

as mat of a first language. "Pronunciatbn is the only part of language learn-

ing that is chiefly imitative. "7

Robert Lad° has1 a rich background experience working with lin-

guistics confesses that the principles (for the scientific approach) are

subject to change or elimination as new scientific facts are added to our

knowledge."8

Dr. Ralph B. Long who teaches at the University of Puerto Rico, has

had a career long concnrn with English language and grammar. He likewise

questions the effectiveness of the audiolingual approach.

AV41.0111

6Tae Study of language, (Cambridge: 1955), PP. 99, 192.

7.When Shook! Instruction In a Second Language or Dial:ct Begin?*,
tikmanamrsitibtalta xr6v111. (May. 1971), pp. 4 35 -44 o.

Igua021.7..mbin2LILeckuulliglawarriu (New York: IS A). P. 50.



We enter the eeventiez... utter two decades :We're:, v_ich in the

United States the field of 1".nglit:r language has been dominated by

linguistic theories... Ever. within the linguiltic Establishment there

has been a growing awarene .; that things have not gone well....

(19a) Kenneth Vi. reported tim. and en,crience

seemed "to be leading ihexorazly to u showdown on the audio-

lingual approach to Larzguage Lathier; . Ronald Wardhaugh'Ft

dealt with th4, problems facet in English as a secOna languames long

3 Structuralist fief beyond all -:u;:.:tion now that both 7 -:tructural

analysis and Structural pedugot,;ical procedures have CUJ1C to eern

indefenriblu.... I myself ay that Structural pedagogical

theoriea prayed even less 3Qt1.-Ifactory than Structural analysis:, and

that U.") "unifiad" Stracturali:1 approach - with its empl-of:is on

pattern practice, its neglect. of intereat and imagination, it, opposi-

tion to analysis and its failur, to take advantage of the trew.hdous

linguistic capaclUes of small children misled a whole generation

of devoted teachers of Englirh as a second language and b still doing

great harm in'this field, 9

A brief historkal look at Linguistics will help the fader understand why

the audielingual approach based on the structuat peon, was so nmidily

aCeltif.d 't 11 r why its effectiveness now is being questioned.

9.Engeileh Grammar in the 1970'r, , College English i/OCI, Na, 8, 09704
"IL 763-7V2
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B. A Brief history of linguistics

Before entering into more discussion, a definition of linguistics is

necessary. A most useful way to explain this term is to say that it is:

1. A scholarly discipline concerned with the nature of

human language.... as wen. as with different grammar

systems, clialects;'.: and the like, and

2. A behavioral science with implications for classroom

strategy in trying to induce behavioral change through

the use of language, arid.. .

3. A social science as it establishes linkages between

language and cl:Iture and culture and language: 10

Next the reader needs to take a look at traditional grammar which flour-

ished during the 17th , 18th, and 19th cbaturiez and which was more concerned

with a general and humanistic approach to language. Its chief aim was the

written language Lather than the sounds of speech. 'Rules were taught not as

descriptive but rather as legislative which 'really decided what was to be said

or written.

By defining classes and assigning rules for language

based on meaning, traditional grammar proceeds subjec-

tively.. . appear (s) to assign the reason why certain

grammatical features of a language occur, and how they

1 °1-lariOld G. Shane, Linguistic and the Classroom Teacher, (Washington,
D.C. l967), p. 3.
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must behave.... (It) does not adequately distinguish

(a) lexical, morphological, and syntatic meanings; the

difference between grammatically minimal and statistically

permissinle consturctions; and (b) particular and universal

features of language. 11

The age of Comparative Linguistics began in Europe early in the 19th

centre:.. 1850 the history of words and sounds of many languages had been

worked out. Neo-Crararnarians developed the field of phonetics which paved

the way for r,..criptive Linguistics. Karl Vernet, a German, developed the

sound law concept. The Prague School developed the idea of the phoneme as

a basic sound unit. United States' scholars also bezame interested and by

1940 thp Age of Quiet Reform of English language teaching had begun.

Sap': and bloomfield were responctble for the acceptance of the phoneme

theory in United tares. Charles C. ities accepted the phoneme as the basic

building block in Language structure. As the result much research and theory

in phonology, grammar, and semantic; began. By 1957 Noam Chomsky

published his book Syrttatic Structures which started a revolutionary movement.

He challenged Bloomfield's theory of pht.tmes and other aspects related to

morphology, syntax, lexicon, and grammatical meaning,

chomsky introduce( the theory of linguistic universals a language

universal related to a general property of natural languages and how they can

11Frari4s P. Dinneen, An Introduction to General Linguistics, (New
mark: 1967), pp. 167, 171.
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be interconnected. Thus Chomsky ushered in the Age of Transformational

Generative Grammar. Associated with this "Age" is the psychological and

sociological awakening to different and new aspects of language learning.

Psycho linguistics and sociolinguistics became popular terms of great interest

after 1.950.

!Because linguistic issues are themselves unsettled today, the problem

of effective language teaching -still remains to be solved.12 However, the

reader can understand why structural linguists feel that the approach to

language learning "must be made through form rather than through meaning.

The merits of this approach are found in th-: idea of "comparing the

language taught with the language of the learner on a fair and equal b.asis...

(One weakness, .ho,c,,,ever ''the theory that vocabulary- should be selected

on a basis of form alone. "14

Even though linguistic Issues. are unsettled there is more hope today than

in the past because "linguisti, have bc.en, and remain, ultimately concerned

with the precise problem which must be clarified for effective teaching: How

do people communicate by means of language? ... His
and how does commu

nicationatame about in a second language?

12 David McNeill, The Acquisition of Language, The Study of Develop
mental Psycholinguistics (New York: 1970) p. V 11.

13Anne Cochran, Modern Methods Lof Teaching English as a Foreign
Language, (Washington, D.C. : 1958), p. 39

14 Ibid, pp. 40, 41.

15Karl V. Teeter, Grammar and Generative Grammar, (Princeton: 1965),
P. 3.



However, "... the f !cid o: teachlac raclish as a second tang:L.17c t-ec.rls

not to be markce. by sharp oppo7,itt)%, ilLve recently American

:-.tructur91Grertraar

With thii rzIA-.1.. orientation reader prepared for olo:er cxamina-

tion of the .7t7lIct.,.:--.21 generative tlic..orie.2 of Language.

citt'c ;1 0!. language *Qut 71n .

tiory its t7hit-f 1" the rp:keit I ,,.-,uage. Therefore it de31,- thoroughly

with the ,...ctIrr 7 rT1 rhythlr. , junctures gnu the

formation c.f.' 7 It 1'71'; r:13ke It

possible to artiv- 3t the achi,:Ncrw,r . traditional craaunar. Tht:oretically

it is foun,fr,1 or. 1.1.- I and grara:nar Ges from form

to meaning ..hick: ,nrikPI it ajectiv,, .-.7,(:-ductive. Surface :3 ;.:uct.;...7-e, the

outer fete of n ''''r*-rtce, is V. .: :'ern net competence.

Materials me carofully 3electeti nr,! n with The

two general cateqorten of worth.: are r:1374: in Oe function wore of

which Fries listr, four major classes and fifteen function groups.17

Technique, an pattern-prac 'llimic,memorielption, reinforcement

and stimulus-response all contributc., or belong to the oral approach used by

the structuralists.

16
Harold B. Allan, reachino Enc gsh ps Secpnd Lanauags., (New

York: 1965), p* Xl.

17Charles C. Rtes, Teechina a_nd 1.eernino English as a 4e9ond Lanauaue,
(Ann Arbor: 1945), pp. 38-56.
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For over a period of four years C.C. Fries worked at the English Language

Institute of the Univeristy of Michigan

"in the preparation of new materials to be used in

intensive courses in English for those of a foreign

speech. This work.... ;interprets), in a practical

way for teaching, the irof,',ciplez of modern linguistic

science and (uses' tile results of scientific linguistic

research.

oral approach although the language of the pupil

is avoided as much as possible, it is used when

necessary to make sure that explanations are thoroughly

understood. Generalizations concerning structure, or

grammar, are a regular feature they are always

intimately related to the oral practice of the language...

for Latin American students there are four volumes of

lesson materials covering grammar, pronunciation and

word study.... they are always developed orally first...18

. As the result of Fries study at Michigan the American English Series for

the Study of gnstkish as a Second Lam:mace texts for *children from ten to

fourteen years of age.... were prepared in Puerto Rico by a team of practicing

18Charles C. Fifes, preface, p. 7.



English teachers trained in the Michigan methods and under the direction of

Dr. C. C. Fries. H19

Basically the difference between the traditionalist dna the structuralist

centers in what each considers the role of meaning in analyzing language;

both have their short comings. Paul Roberts comments: "As Fries was an

improvement on -;rersen (a Traditional grammarian) , so Chomsky is an

improvement on Fries, and so.... there will be an improvement on thomsky.. 20

Churns %, CV3 uates the work of the structural linguists as a:

.... contribution to factural and methodological

basis of language structure and use.... CT's y) made

factural material avallbble and gave new 3tandart:r.

of clarity and objectivttt (Very little. if nothing)

deals with the mechanisms of sentence construction,

which establish (es) a sound-meaning) relalian in this

lrenguage, nor with a correct formulation of ;'le rules

that generate deep and surface structures and interrelate

them . , and likewise) it doe?,n't. deal with 7. universal

grammar-a general theory of linguistic structure that

INNIMINI146.Ill

determines the form of grammar.
21

19Arme Cochran, Op. cit., p. 33.
20 "Linguistics and the Teaching of Composition, " Tbe Enolish Iourna)

VLII, (May, 1963), pp. 331-335.

21Noam Chomsky, "The Current Scene in Linguistics: Present
Directions'', college Enalisti XXVII, (May. 1966), pp. 587-55`5.
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At the convention of NCTE in 1962 Robert B. Lees from the University of

Illinois presented a paper related to Transformational Grammar. He pointed

out that many grammarians became doubtful of the tradition and structural

grammars because they didn't answer:

1. What special capacity a child has to learn a language so quickly

and e`fertlessly if permitted to hear enough of it.

2. What kind of competence an expert native speaker acquires:

a. to understand immediately though new and

h. to construct novel sentences immediately

3. hat the requirements are which any utterance must satisfy

in order to be a well-formed sentence of any language:

a. how a native langl age user can construct

b. how a native Ilnguage user can hear and then

construct on basis of meaning. 22

The important feature:: of the transformational view of sentence structure

is that "all such questions about ambiguity and syntotic functions receive

very natural answers in accord with our intuitive perception of grammatical

form".23

Lees considers "the major important grammatical studies to lie in the

area of the so-called behavioral sciences and not in... pedagogy and

22Robert B. Lees, "The Promise of Transformational Grammar, " The
gnalish Tournal. LII, (May, 1963), pp. 327-330, 345.

23 1bid, p. 328.
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rhetoric. "24

Among his expectations of what the transformational theory will do as

regards language learning are:

1. The availability of materials which contains the results and

insights of recent research in English syntax and phonology...

and stress our best understanding of human linguistic capacity

and behavior.

2. That English grammar in all secondary achools will not

be taught in connection with rhetoric and literature but

rather in the area of science and general education along

with psychology and anthropology.25

The writer considers Lees' last hope of relocating grammar in the

curriculum quite radical ht:t there is no question that in studies of language

learning psychology must play a great part.

The active and non-concern of psychologists

with language.... was viewed ... as a mere outer

garment of the essential thought within a conception

remnants' of which are still atavistically present in

the concept of encoding. The behavioristic revolution

should perhaps have rectified this situation.... not

until about 1950 that psychologists in seriousness

and in numbers began to take up problems in languz?-ge.

24Ibid, p. 329

25Ibid, p. 345.
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these events produced... the right circumstances... for

the generative transformational revolution in linguistics

itself. 2 6

D. Transformational generative grammar

Noam Chomsky, a psycholinguist, used the strengths and contribute

tion of traditional and structural grammars as a springboard for his work.

His own viewpoint is that "real progress in linguistics consists in the

discovery that certain features can be reduced to universal properties of

language... these deeper aspects of linguistics form. "27

This deeper aspect of linguistic form whic h reveals the true nature

of language with its innate intellectual structure-is the d ire ct result of

psycholinguists a s Chomskk (in t he 1950's). Others began doing research

and likewi::e made discoveries about thi., missing link of language (the idea

of innate intellectt.i.al structure) - D'vid McNeill, George A . M ill er, Eric

H, Lenneburg (in the 1960's), Roman Takobson, Uriel Weinreich, Werner F .

Leopold (in the 1950's) and Leon jakobbvits (in t he late 19 601s). _These

men by data receive21 from their s tudies and research bac1;ed t heir

theory of tra nsformationat-generative grammar. Later i n this monograph

references will be made to the findings of these men whose central t ask

as a psycholinguists is "to describe the psychological processes that go

26T. L. Cowan, Editor, Studies in Thought and Language, (Tucson,
Arizona: 1970), p. 2.

27Francis P. Dinneen,op:cit., p. 307.



on when people u..7.,e .,entence:.

Much reference has been made to tcan _formational - generative grammar

but, as yet, has not been fully defined. The Britannica Encyclopedia give

a complete and ea oily understood of this new theory.

An unabridged dictionary will have clo e to one-half

million entries, yet it does not include the total vocabulary of the

language. Part of that vocabulary say 100,000 words as a

minimum - can be arranged by a single speaker of the language

into an enormous variety of sentences, many of which he has never

heard or seen before and some of which hiNik.2.,neivevdr:hreird:ar-rreren

and some of which have never existed before. Yet these sentiNices

are for the most part intellegible and acceptable to those who hear

and read them. The Transformational - Generative grammarians

attempt to explain thi3 comple:;.ity as deriving from a few simple

basic formulas, what they call kernels, consisting always of a noun

phrase and a verb phrase, these kernels can be transformed into the

great variety of sentences a language can produce! 177 the application

of the appropiate rules it is possible to generate from kernels all the

sentences in a language,

This school of grammarians does not nlaim that their

theory is particularly novel; fog' example, Chomsky believes that

a child is endowed with a pre-possession toward language learning,

28 --Mark Lester, op. cit., p. 21.



a capacity for recognizing lingui!::tic univerf;a1:: - an attir.aie which

is clearly mminkcent of the 7'ort Royal grammarian: V hat i... new

in their appro.:11 is the rigour with which they formulate the rule,:

and the elaborate preci. ion with which they .iymbolize the working out

of the rule. They are concerned with di.coverinc-,

rule. by which all the acceptable :;'entente 7 in a language can oe

generated than with offering a '.:Isternatic ce,cription of the language

a it

The Tranf:.forrhationA Gen:?cative grammarian.: claim'

that "their y tem of 1,rialysi- the no. t ,,ecurat: an%.: cony;.0...',:c, and

that it ha= the advantage: :4f formality, emplicitne:.:L:, completene.35,

and .-,irnplicity.29

What happen in a peroor4:1, mink:, when he learn T. a language'. This

is what Cbom,.iky really trie!.: to explain. He... "concede:: that an individual

must hear a langitage t:poken before he him,,elf can ,peak it meaningfully

The art of liLtening only triggers, an intrirv.ic competence characteristic of

man in the generic !len::e; that is, that the ability to generate language is

human. '30

More about the creative and syntactic aspects; of language may 1>e *een

in Allen and Van Buren's explanation according to Chorn,..v:

29 "Grammar ", Encyclopedia Britannica (1969), X, pp. 45GO B,

30Joseph Aurbach, Philip H. Cook, Robert B. Kaplan and Virginia J. Tufte,
Tranpformational Grammar: A Guide for Teachers, Olockyille,, Maryland: I968),
p. 4.
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... the syntactic description of: sentences'has two

aspects: 3urfaceStructuce, and a far more abstract

deep structure... :surface structure isthe aspect that

determinates the phonetic form of sentences, while.

deep structure determines semantic interpretation.

The rules that express the relation of deep and surfaCe

structure in sentences are called 'grammatical trans-

formation... current work in generative linguistics

is essentially theoretical in nature.

Trar.5.formational - Generative grammar is a tep

toward explaining ' a universal grammar' which is.

concerned about with... the nature of mental processes,

the mechanisms of perception and production and the

mechanism by which knowledge is acquired for language

learning.31

0. Jespersen gave some attention to the problem of creativity. He

says: "The most striking aspects of linguistic competence is what we may

call, the 'creativity of language', that is, the speaker's ability to produce new

sentences...

31J. P. B. Allen and Paul Van Buren, (Editors) Language and Language
Learning, Chomskv: Selected Readings, (London: 1971), pp. VIII, 6.

321bid, p. 8.
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E. Ps ycholinquis tics and sociblincuis tics

This chapter will be concluded with psycholinguistic findings, which

have not yet been mentioned but are also pertinent because they support the

theory of transEm7mational - generative: grammar or give insight to learning

a second language. However, the information which is specifically related

to second languages or bilingualism will be presented at the beginning of

chapter III.

Already the reader's attention has been called to the importvice of

psychology's 3 more adtive role in the ::;tudy of language acquisition.

what Sporta wrote in 1961 also significant.

The last quarter of a century. or so has seen the

development of at least two major approaches to the

study of language: that represented by structural

linguists and that represented by behavioral psychology.

The two have progressed more or less independently.

40 ***** 0 **** ** 0900 0

There is a need for some exploration of the

relationship of these two views, the structural, all -or-

nothing, deterministic view on the one hand anti the

behavioral, more more - or less; probabilistic view

on the other. It is not clear to what extent they are

333. L. Cowan, op. cit., p. 2.
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contradictory of merely complethentary. However, it

seems likely that there are gaps in each approach which

make communication across disciplines riot only desirable

but necessary. .34

Since Saporta wrote this eleven years ago much experimentation, study

and research has taken place to help fill in ''the gaps" he referred to.

Paralleling this development in psychology there has been a growing aware-

ness to the sociology of language, called sociolinguistics. This is mainly

due to the increased interests in "'developing nations... (and) small group

dynamics... 35 Psychology and c)(.-:trology has not only been ignored but had

"been attacked in former years by the most distinguished American linguists

as dangerous and misleading pursuits, An awareness of social behavior

probably represents the basic potential contribution of the sociology of

language...36

A most intereitin.g and valuable book 37 of readings on child language

has been edited by Aaron Bar -Alan, Professor of linguistics at the University

of Texas, and Werner F, Leopold, Professor Emeritus of Linguistics and

S,o1 Saporta, (Edited by), Psycholinguistics, A Book of Readings,
(New York: 1966), p. v.

35 Joshua A. Fishman, (Edited by) Readings in the Sociology of Language
(The Haguekl968), pp. 6, 7.

36Ibid, p, 8, 9.
37Aaron Bar -Adan and Werner F. Leopold (Editors), Child Language, A

Book of Readings, (Englewood Cliffs, New jersey: 1971), p. XIII.
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German at Northwestern University. Outstanding papers from the interna-

tional literature on child language mYoriginal translations have been

selected. Outstanding authorities, including ?Darwin, Dewey, Piaget, and

others, are foun-3 among the sixty chosen readings. The information given

in the introduction of this book is relevant to this monograph.

There has been a growing interest in the study of child language

on the part of linguists and psycholinguists, as well as of educators

and representatives in other fields.

... :Naturally, special attention has been given to contemporary and

even most recant research on ail facets of child language: phonology,

morphology, sritax, semantics, as well as to the:At dy of firs t

language acquisition within a generative transformational theory

of languages and the search for linguistic universals.

The bulk of the work... was. done in 1965-1957, but a number

d selections were added during the final editing stage in 1967 and

-1968...

Most of the selections concern children of preschool age, but

a few interesting studies of school - age children are included. 38

Only very few but carefully selected portions from some of these

readings will be chosen. With these portions other related information will

be presented according to topic and not the chronological order of their

publication. To help the reader the topic being discussed will be underlined.

38Aaron Bar-Adon and Werner F. Leopold, op. cit. , gyp. XIII.
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1. Oeneral Language acquisition and development will be considered first.

John B. Carroll's article written for the Encyclopedia for Educational Research

in 1960 is primarily a review of researcin the field of language development

in children. Carroll "doubts whether there is any relation between babbling

and phonological development in the child`r. speech. "39

A list of some of the most outstanding points of language development

(Carroll's article leans toward some behavioristic tendencies) as presented

in this reading are:

a. ....language is complex but the case and swiftness of the

child's learning of his native tongue may he more apparent than

real....

b. Noel found no significan:: correlation between children's

arammatical errors and occupational level of parents, although

(ruality of language usage was related to the extent parents

participated in outside activiticr involving language.

c. By the time he arrives at-school age, the normal child,

according to Noel, has already learned to speak with whatever

sound system, grammar and vocabulary are characteristic of the...

language he has heard most frequently at hOme and in his

neighborhood....

d. The child needs many opportunities for practice in speaking

39 Ibid, p. 200.



and understanding language in different type' of

situations. 4 0

In writing about biological fodns-',!Ationl of language Erie li. Lenneberg

proved by clinical and devtlopmental data that the capacitie ; for speech

production and related aspects of lagguage acquisition develop according to

built-in biologice.1 achedules." In other word Lenneberg asserts that there

Is:

a. A ti,crmal development pattern for language, and

b, this pattern is independent of the chile's environment...

One implication of this statement is:

c. That children have their own rules for language learning

d. Parent,-, do not teach them parents are not "parroted" by children.

e. Language is a unique charactortitic of human species.'"

Lenneberg himself conducted teversi tru:ites in language and he con-

cludes from his and other studies:

f. Language apparently has a self-propelling, driving quality.

g. Progress in language development usually ceases after the age

of twelve or thirteen, after puberty..... 2'he extent of a foreign

language accent is directly correlated with the age at which the

second language is acquired.

40Aaron Bar-Adon and Werner F. Leopold,cP. ctt., PP. 3. 4, 8.

41 Mark Lester, op. clt., pp. 3, 4, 8.



h. Language development thus runs a definite c.,r. a definite

schedule; a critical period extends from al, ut age two to age

twelve, the beginning an:. ofcesonance.42

Two other articlr written by Lenneberg a(ld to our inforrtaticn snout

how children learn language. One of these deals with the "c;;,.._711:y for

language acquisition. A distinction is made between "biologically" and

culturally" determined behavior. Biologically determined behavior is

innate - like walking: culturally learned behavior is learned and is taught

in many ways - like writing. Language and language acquisition are

certainly instances of biologically determined behavior. 43

Lenneberg makes use of current work on generatae

grammar. This paper eater printed as on article) is a

case c:port ort s r, Right -year -old boy with a "congenital

disability for Ote acquisition of motor speech skills

(anarthia) which, however, has not impatred his aid

to learn to understand and follow tape - recorded

instructions.... "evidence was presented fru the acquisi-

tion of grammatical skills as required for a complete

understanding of language." Lenneburg concludes that

babbling and imitation are not essential in language

acquisition and that speaking a language is not crucial

42i/31d, PP. 9-12.
43'bid, P. 51.,
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for the development of understanding. Following Chomsky

and Miller, emphasi7f 11 the generative aspect.

"Knowing a languz.-:., is dspertdent upon the acquisition of

a single set of organizinri principles."'"

It is interesting to note that Lenneberg as the result of this case study

concluded that babbling isn't necessary for language acquisition. This was

only two years after Carroll had reported :hat he had doubts about the

rebtionship of babbling and phonological, 4e1elopment.45

2. The_leolc of syntax and transformatjonaln rancL_...1rnar

David McNeill, Professor at thl University of Chicago, "is a very

active and productive psycholinguist. .16 In 1966 he presented his paper,

"The Creation of Langaige by Children', at the EdiFthirg University Conference

on Psycholinguistics.. 47 and in 1970 published his book43 about "develop-

mental psycholingulitics" as he prefert to call the work of the psycholinguist

McNeill's paper, referred to above is:

Concerned with the problems of the acquisition of abstract

structures, the speed of acquisition by the child, and

44Aaron Bar -Aden and Werner F. Leopold, op. cit., p.

45 Ib1d , p. 200

46 0) Ibid, p. 349.

47C2) 'SAC p. 349.

"David McNeill op. cit. , p. 15.
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how these may be accounted for by Chomsky':., ant:: Katz'

theory of innate idea and linguibtic univ

There is no justification for supposing that linguistic

devtfl.opment i inore rapid than cognitive development....

Without an anisis of the sys-cem acquired in cognitive

;:le\.7eloprnn.i: t;s i com2arable to the linguistic analysis

of syntax, a conal..)ari:,ion of the speed of cognitive and

linguistic dcveiopucn is ilaply not possible. That

cognitiv,z. develop;nnt apparently continues until the age

of tWCAVE Whor0:1::. 1.inguieLic ,de%ieloprac...at apparently

complete by the age of four, may only mean that the

acquition of a !.:;yr:t...ani of generail:nowledge is three

times compic:7. a;:., the acq!iisition of English.

Article': and backs, recently pul'Oished, report data found as the result

of research and e:-.pe-rimentation ised on Chomsky's theory. The main

syntactic components of a transformational grammar are the phrase structure

rules, the simple tram;lormational rules and the ::erh.ences combining rules..

Kellog W. Hunt is particularly interested in the last mentioned set of rules:

the sentence combining transformational.. In an article, "How Little Sentences

Grow into Big Ones", Hunt explains:

how these rules-a;-cyclical, that is they can be

applied over and over, each time producing a longer

49Aaron Bar-Adon And Werner F. Leopold, op; cit. pp. 349.359.
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and more comple): sentence. 0.iis) main point La that

'the ability to colnbine more an:', more i;eflial nentences

in a mach of maturity. The older th e. child becomes, the

more he can coiubine, Apparently, too, the higher the

the faster children learn do t:th .

In 19 6'.3 Hunt's a.:ticio about at :a ii :*::yntactic Le c,Prlopment1t 51

reveals his finding:: as the result of re.iearch 6(:)11.L; WLtIL writing;:, from children"

in three gradr., fairly %,!vidoly s pu ced fourth grade-- eighth gricIe

and twelve grade.. The for Harper 's and Atk.ntic"52 were

also useel.

Accork.ling to Hard;, t-Lk.:re arc three weT.--:stablished

generalt.,.::Itions about the way in which, the sentences

of children chance with the there ;:; i rig

maturity: (1) there are more of them, that i, children

write more on a 0.ven topic as they get older; .(2; the

sentences become longer; and (3) the children use

subordinate claues more frequently. Hunt's investiga

tion has led him to reformulate observations (2) arid

Conseque.....ntly, point (3) -....considera:oly refined:

as children mature, they uop more and more adjective

SO Mark-Les ter, op. cit., p 170.

5 1Ibid., p. 187.

5 2Ibid p. 137.
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clauses.

Hunts points out that young children write strings

of independent whereas older children and adults

reduce many of the independent clauses to subordinate

"older students reduce more o their ciauseti

to subordinate claUses status, attaching them to other

main clauses; and secondly... the clauses they do write,

whether subordinate or main, happen to have more words

in them... to advance beyond the level of the average

twelfth grader, the writer must learn to reduce and

consolidate clauses much more often. "53

Related to syntax and how children talk McNeill goes back to the child

4before he enters school. In his book 5 he explains that what the "outside

observers see as distorted or 'telegfaphicr speech is actually a consistent

effort by a child to discover how a more or less fixed concept of a sentence

is expressed in the language to which he has been exposed. "S5 McNeill

continues to explain that the theory of linguistic universals show that

children, regardless of the language being acquired, all begin talking in

the same way.

Investigators of children'S language "(Rem and Stern 1907, de Laguna

1927, Leopold 1949, McCarthy 1954) have said that single words of

53 3 Ibid, p. 187-189.

54David McNeill, op. cit., p. 2L

55Ibid, p. 2.
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holophrastic speech 6re equivalent to full ,t,er.tences of adult.:.."57 "lIalophras-

tic speech" is consieterect the first o 1auguLge

phase may be thou ght. of the re:-,e17.t,, cieQ p tuir The phase"

"telegraphic speech", ia the trans.i.'.o:-.utioncal :stit;eture"... our thinking;

about language tlCquiSjtiOfl. . will 3..)Q r-..:-134god in basic: y " 7

The writer i. 1iuite. or space in (2,..i)lanation:7, for

transformation::.., the aryuuinL: or ::oof..: agelintt the. be,;-iaviori:Jtic :heory of

language learning, ano lit:, IT, OVIC V C , a. i:CW p.:?rtinent

iciea:i liouLU be included.

azIturei .hal. the rolation.:Alips WtiCI

foq..m wit'h h,c univr::sal types

I. at cc n to uch confu.::lorru, having

:.chem.z..-.; for order, may be one aspect

of their ocLiniii c:apacity for language. (Lenneberg, 1967).

....The fact that chilcx-en imitate speech or adultG does

not mean that the proce:s of acquisition is imitation...

There is a strong tendency among children to include

nothing in the surface structures of that cannot

be related to deep 3trucLucc. 1.e, nothing for which

p. 20.

57Ibid, p. 3-.



t.1:*0 coI .ran forn,ation derivation known, . (1963),

Inc, (19'E7)... The contrily,...ion of

parental .;peccli Licqui%ition nu:. to .supply

L;peciment for chfcicen to imitate... Over:

Tresin (1964), is Tic!. c',...3ential for clevelopi., reL:trictiont;

on gerwral rule::.. ::pproval cannot be Li reic.forcer of

grammatical for:;.. F'rcl,vn (19i3) ... Cu: -,tatr_ of 1:nowl-

edge 1::; remote :mfr. anything envis,loned in behavioristic

thf:oriet-, of lango.:xjc, learninu. C:Nntld

f-,emantic clevelop!ilent nt once the mor:t pervaAve and

the lea::t .,..ncler:Jool aspect of language 3 ition.

A grammar recipe for produciau -;ententes...

The transformation. no c. retribution meaning.

It exists only bocau ,,clund and meartlnq re not

identicll in Engli7h (or any languagei and the soic pur-

pose is to state the relatbn tetween them... It 1!,

evident that structural index t d part of the :A-Aftori

between r; aund S 3

George Miller, one of the earlic:-t iy;ychologimF (psycholinguistics) to

utilize the generative -grammar has contributet2 many important studies to

the general field of psychornguistics , also attacks the behavioristic theory

of language learning.

581W, pp. 104, 106, 107, 108, 112, 114, 146, 161, 164.
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To demontrate that linguistic capacity is innate and not

learned, Miller comp-ire; the way a child acc.;ut:es lanauagc, with the

difficulties that a computer would have if given the samc, Z.-1 a

child. The child learns thr language In his environment without

instruction or motivation. The computer; however, cannot C'yell in

theorf, discover. what kind of organi7ation to look for. Miller

concludes that children are born predisposed to learn language, or

as Miller pun it "Human lariccage 'nus be f:uch that a child can

acquire it."'"

Miller also conludes tht languages are a I basically alike, He also

makes a distinction YI.:,,tworn u.! p ;3. ;-; linguistic competence and perfor-

mance. He narrcwr: down :what poyc.:1--iological processes go on when people

use sentences. The proccss.es that we may :7.upTpose the listener performs

on a spoken utterance Miller recognizes on six levels of activity:

" (1) hearing, (2) matching phonogical.interpretation),

3)accepting (a grammatical interpretation), (4) interpreting

(a semantic interpretation), (5) understanding and

(6) believing. "60

At-a conference on teaching foreign languages in 1965 Noarn Chomsky

"reported on "Linguistic Theory. 61 He. acknowledged that:

59 Mark Lester, op. cit. , p. 22.
60

IbId, pp

61Ibid, p. 51.



... questions of this sort will dominate research in the

coming years... This research will show that certain

highly abstract .-structures and specific principles of

organization and characteristic of all human languages

are intrinric rather than acquired, play a central role in

percption... in production of sentences, and provide

the basis for the creative aspect of language use."62

The most recent of Chomsky's articles that the writer could find is

"Language and the Mind", reprinted from Psvcholsm Today Maga7Lne,

February. 1969.63 In this selection Chomsky presents the ideas of rational-

ist theories and empiricist view (which has already been mentioned).64

He enlarges more the:

active and passivl views of perception and learning

These views cap be confronted with empirical

evidence in a variety of ways. Some recent work in

psychology and neurophysiology is highly sugge*tive

in this regard. There is evidence for the exit tem* of

central processes in perception specially for control

over the functioning of sensory neurons by the brainstem

reticular system. there is evidence for innate

62rbid, PP. 52-59,
63Aaroa Bar -Mon and Werner F. Leopold, op. cit. , P. 425.

"Mark Lester, loc. cit.. pp. 52-59.
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Organization of the perceptual systerr, of :1 1:1,(3111y specific

vr.,ry level of biological organization... complex

intellectual structures are determined narrowly by innate

mental organization... As far a:, language concerned...

certain larinciplc: intrinsic to t1-.e rritnd ptcvide invariant

ztructures that are preconditIoned for linguistic

There are 2everal ways linguistic evtience can be

'ared to reveal properties of human perception an'i

Learning.

Imagine a mo,iel of perception that take, Aimult as

inputs and arrives at percepts as "outputs" ... How then

would the model: apply to language"; Tht input stimulus

to the perceptual model is a speech signet, and the

percept is a representation of the utterance that the hearer

takes the signal to be and of the interpretation he assigns

to it. We can think of the percept as the structural

description of a linguistic exprestion which contains cer-

tain phonetic, semantic, and syntactic information.

Most interesting is the syntactic information.

First, the surface of a sentence... may not reveal

or immediately reflect its deep syntactic structure. The

deep structure Is not represented directly in the form of

the speech signal: It is abstract. Fecond, the M1,1 that



rietermine deep .7.urface 'tructure anc: 'their Inter-

relation in particAar canes must themseivc 7 l a highly

abstract. They ;Ir' urel) remote from consciousness,

and in all likelihood they cannot be brit La

consciousness.

.... There are t,,ro -,PCCtS to thi syntactic structure...

phonetic fora, 'the semantic interpretation...

... The generative grammar, then represents tht: r pea ker -

hearer's knowle,_"rfe of his language...

... How is thin i-,:ncrative grammar acluirecl

We can think of every normal human',.., internalised

grammar as, in cffect, a theory of his language... a

round- meaning correlation for an infinite number of

rer'encet- an infinite set of structure dercriptions,

each.contzl.r surface structure that determines

phonetic form ivy.: a deep structure that determines

nemantic content.

0 We can describe the child's acquisition of

language as a kind of language of theory construction.

(he) discovers the theory of his language with only small

amounts of data from that language... his "theoty"...

(has) an onocmous predictive scope, but also... can

reject a creat deal of the very data on which the theory

has been constructed.
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the child constructs this ideal theory withoUt explicit

in.7truction, he aorTuires this knowledge at a time when

he; is riot capable of complex intellectual aclYeyoments

in many other domains and this achievement is relatively

independent of intelligence or the particular course of

experience. These are facts that a theory of learning

must face.

. . . . ............
How can we represent deep structure? To answer

this question we must consider the grammatical trans

formations.that link surface structure to underlying deep

structure that is riot always apparent.

..... 4 0 v 0 or 7 0

Recent studies have sought to explore the ways in

which grammatical structure of this sort Just described

enters into mental operations. Much of this work has

been based. on a proposal formulated by George Miller... ,;

namely, that the amount of memory used 'to store.a

sentence should reflect the -number of transformations used

in deriving it... in experiMental material, shorter

sentences with more transformations took up more 'space

in memory' than longer sentences that involved trans-

formations.
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The Study of language. of2ces strong ernpirica.1

evidence that empiricist theories of learning are qu.kte

inadequate . Serio?1,.; efforts have !:en made L receat

years to develop princip Thi :. would accr:Junt for

knowledge of a language. These efforts havc. beers a
,--total failure. Pecause they are intrinsie:alli'.7.

incapable of giving rise to the system of rules that

underlies the normal use of language. What evidence

is now available :upports the view that all human

languages share dee15-seated properties of organization

and structure. These properties, can be plausibly

assumed to be an innate mental endowment rather than

the result of le,.7:rning.

Now does the human min come to have these innate

propertie: that underlie acquisition. of knowledge? Here

linguistic evidence obviously provides no Information

at all. The process by which the human mind

achieved its present state of complexity and its particu-

larlar form of innate organization are a complete mVstery.

. .

In this area of convergence of linguistics,

psychology,- and philosophy, we can look forward to

much exciting work in coming years. 65

clbAaron Bar-Adon and Werener F. Leopold, op. cit. , pp. 425-433.
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... Neither linguistic., nor psychology has achieved a

level of theoretical understanding that might enable it to

support a 'technology' of language teaching. Both fields

have made significant progress... both craw on careful

thought and F v.!Lly . These desciplfies are at present in a

tae of flux an,; agitation.

Chonvicy cautions the teacher againtt over reliance

on the 'fundamental discipline' of both linguistics acid

psychology. H? uggests that the cultural linguistics

may be called 'empiricist' and the transformational

linguistic" is alsociated with the rule-governed school.

The empiriciFts claim that language is learned as a set

of habits which are acquired by reinforcement association,

and genetslization. Thit; theory Chomsky claims is

inadequate: it doer not account for the 'creativity' of

language -one of its most basic facts. He believes that

language is learned through the set of rules of great

generality that are used to generate and interpret new

rentences. A linguist's rule system is a generative

grammar - a model of the speaker's linguistic competence.

Chomsky closed his report by saying: "The implications

of these ideas for language teaching are far from clear

to me. It is a rather dubious undertaking to try to predict

the course of development of any field.



Much time and ::pacr has been given to the findings of p3ycholinguistics

in this chapter. Mu;:li mock' could nave been includqd. Little has been

mentioned directly alio:A second lancjuages because chapter III will present

this aspect of language learning.



Chapter III

New hanges fur Teaching English_as a Feconci

Language - Ideas Derived from Tranr.lcrmationai Grammar and Con-

temporary Reading_

"Langt.age i so involved with the rec:t of our lives that it penetrates

everything we do, and everything we to penetrates language. '11

'Robbins Burling, Man's Many Voices, fanguage in Its Cultural Context,
Clew York: 1970), p. 200.
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This chapter i3

A. Bilingualisrn, gra.mh.ar lcarning

B. Which gra.rnmar`.-

C. Novi :1301, ngC;.: iigh

The first section, dealing with general information about the three aspects

listed above, is followed by a discu5sion. of which grammar - traditional,

Structural, transformational, or a combination of ,,any of the three. The third

section presents ideas for teaching High School English - ideas which the

writer considers applicable for or in agreement with transformational grammar.

The reader is reminded that in this chapter all the ideas given are for the

teaching of English as a second language.

Much literature about the recent theory of transformational - generative

grammar and its implications for language. learning is now available.

However, very little of this printed matter deals directly with second language

learning. But what has been written serves as a guide for the changes and the

new directions-that second language learning must take. The future is bright

because more psycholinguists and sociolinguists have Joined the efforts of

linguists and educators and are now giving more attention to bilingualism and

the related areas, Through various studies and research these specialists in

linguistics are trying to discover the exact relationship that exists between

learning a second language and learning the vernacular in light of the theory

of language universals and the creative feature of language.
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A. Bilingualism, transformational grammar , and second language learning

"Bilingualism cannot be described within the science of linguistic;."

... (It's) complex psychokgical linguistic and social inter-relationship

must 2be considered says William Mackey, a sociclinguist. Mackey

points out that before age nine the child's mind is well suited for language

learning. However, concerning intelligence, he feels there is conflicting

evidence on the exact role of rote memorization in language acquisition.3

Werner F. Leopold is said to have "convinced American liguists that

child language is a worthwhile and respectable field of research...

Leopold himself says that child language is "... (an) indispensable spade

work for the higher purposes of linguistics."4 His study of his own

daughter up to the age of fifteen is considered the:

most thorough study of the speech of an individual

bilingual child... In the first two years of Hildegard's

life bilingualism wa 11 important in vocabulary...

German and English words were mixed. Later on

there was much influence of one language on the

other in vocabulary, idiomatic phrases, and syntax;

very little in sounds, morphology and word formation.5

2Joshua A. Fishman, Editor, Readings in the Sociology of Language,
(The Hague: 1968), p. 583.

3 Ibid, pp. 566, 567.

4Aaron Bar-Adon, and Werner F. Leopold, Editors, Child Language,
A Book of Readings, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 1971), p. 1.

p. 13.
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Robbins Burling while living in the Garo Hills of India made a study of

his son's language who when he arrived in India was one year and four

months old, While living in India, Stephen began to learn Garo. As soon

as he formed constructions of his own, he injected Egg lish morphemas and

words into Garo sentences. However, once the child had two linguistic

systems, the two never seemed to interfere with one another. He spoke

one language or the other, never a mixture of the two. 6 Four years later

on his return to the United States, the boy spoke English fluently :when

he was attending kindergarten.

Another interesting and significant study (1913) was made by J. Ronjat

who closely observed his son from infancy up to age four.

Ronjat's son learned German from his mother and

French from his father. The family resided in

France... The pronunciation was from the very

beginning that of a unilingual child in both,

languages; bilingualism did not lead to back-

wardness in speech; loans from one language

into Ahe'.other remained isolated; parallel

development of phonetics, morphology, and

syntax took place in both languages; the child

soon became aware of his bilingualism... He

Also acquired the abstract idea of language...

6lbid, p. 301.



Later in his life the languages became somewlaht

specialized. In 1923 Ronjat's son used either

language with equal facility in ordinary conversatbn;

in tehhnical matter, he prefers French - the school

language, and for literary self-expression he uses

German.
7

b All three of these linguists who studied their Own children feel sure

that "bilingualism did not harm the speech developments of the general

mental development of their children... Leopold seems even to have found

some advantages for bilingualism in Hildegard's case.8

The writer feels the mttudies provide some valuable information and

implications for second language teaching especially in the aspects of

phonology and syntax. They also show that the physiological nature or

aspect of language must be considered in acquiring second langgages.

Eric H. Lenneberg claims:

Progress is language development usually ceases

after the age of 12 or 13... One sign of the change

may be seen in the learning of a second language.

The extent of a foreign accent is directly correlated

with the age at whic.:4 the second language is acquired.

At the age of three or four practically every child

7lbid, pp. 170,184, 185.
8
Ibid, pp. 300, 301.

59
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entering a foreign community learns to speak the new

language rapidly and without a trace of an accent...

A dramatic reversal form occurs during the early teens,

however, when practically every child loses the ability

to learn a new language without an accent. 9

Alasdair MacIntyre's article about Noam Chomsky's view of language

suggests three virtues of Chomsky's achievement:

(a)... (The) deep grammatical structures and rules...

and,

(b)... the questions raised about the structure of the

brain... about the relationship of linguistics and

philosophy.

(c) Chomsky has helped to provide some new

answers to some very old questions. He has also

made It possible to ask questions which no one has

ever asked before. 10

Referring to foreign language instruction in the United States, Chomsky

remarks that it is:

based on the assumption that language really is a habit

structure, ... a system of skills, and ought to be taught by the

9Mark Lester, Editor, Readinas In Apolipd TransfermItional Grammar,
(New York: 1970), pp. 10, 11.

10 'bid, pp. 99, 100.
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formation of Itimulus respon.co asocciations. I think nce

is, very convincing that that ?taw cf languaga tracta:,t antirely

erroncoul.), or. C1 that its:- a v.:y -acrtainly un uhprincipled

way- to LO:1Cii language. t. it :iappz.n!.:: in

Language is a a creative property and in ..),Isecl

on abntractftirm,-...1 principle:3 and operations of a comple:: kind...

from our ':no ledge of the o:ganLtation of Languaga ow.] of tht_.

principle; Via: determine i:1110;.1.3 c :structure one cannot immediately

construct a teaching program . All we can cuggetil i!..3 that a teaching

program Is ,,:efiigned In such a way as to give free play to tho3e

creativi princ!ple: that human- Lring to the process or language-

learning try to create a Ifn:;u13tic environment for the

intuitive heuristics that the normal human automatically po:::.C:3r.eS.

As in classical literary education..

(Chomsky answers)... It cettainiy ittn much more clo:,ely to my

feeling about the knowledge of language than does the modern

linguistic approach...11

The question arisen as to what value transformational grammar has in

teaching composition. Mark Lester's answer is negative:

There simply appears to be no correlatbn between a writer's

conscious study of grammar and his batty to write.

11 !bid, pp. 107, 103.



The very nature of thi- grammar suggests that th:

conrcicus -tidy of language may have only a reirote

connection with language behavior... A student's

verbal performance often seem; to outstrip his level

of written performance... (The difficulty to commi-

:4AP clearly is ) tne writer's inability to project

himself into the role of a reader... (mitt is caused)

by the difference in levels of verbal add written

oedema nce .12

Lester finally rtates hire concl.osion olearls,F, ''The application of this

grammar to lyli'.7tie .4r.alysi- ft. promising... (it) is not for the student

but for the teacher of composition, .413 writer feel- rure that 1At4ter

refers particularly to the theoretical aspect of transformational grammar

with its "long stringr" and "mathematical equations° brrause the book

Lester edit.:'. 14 11 about applied transforn ational grammar.

The following three summaries of readings from Lester's book which

was carefully studied deal with applications of transformational grammar

for second languages. For there summaries the footnote reference will be

Placed with the title and author's name, thus eliminating cumbersome foot-

noting throught the summaries.

12 Ibid, pp. 201, 202.
13 1bid, p. 208.
14

thid, pp. 210,210.



I. "Grammatical Theory ant.; the Teaching of Tintli!`a

rorign Language".15

lIewmark points out and mane: u di!.tinction 1)ztween two (lliferent

methcr-::-: of languz.ic,;e teciching which dt, present:

a) ;caching ,):grl..-,izeci material 1.-,a-,te.

traditional i..! structural teztLook:-..

b) U:e "natqail" or ":11:- -:t to concentrate on

uttc caret ..' really .

A thite ing Introduct,r! ht-h languat teuchk-.:r

"powerful nr,'w ; tr ' r f the rtreep.,:tf- iy7 :ran' fo:,liattonal

grammar.

Trary-}formutIon3 Trararnir:

a) - doe'.; not ,-;lve but --..i.planution of tio., The

Po ihilitt' e.re great for ,-..7ontructiny con

with -.i.tft...rence- and

languagP,.

b) - could ,serve an 3 model for organization of the laeguugc court e.

The lerlit'nce of matt-WA taught could follow the gra,,,,,atical

ruler, The language program would likely be:

11 first teach kernel sentences and their expansion!

2) teach new vocabulary in terms of kernol :sentences

3) teach phonology last.

.Etwetn the fir':

IMO

15Mid, pp. 23, 227.
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"A foreign speaker can often be understood even when he lacks

most of the phonological habits of English." (p. 215)

C) --allows for psychological and pedagogical implications that any

teacher can use:

1) transformation drills are easy to write and ea:: y to use.

2) the sound system is not emphasised - the "supraseg-

mental" can he c',e-emphasized,

3) the interest of the language teacher is to have students

generate new sentences

Newmark stresses that "the duty of a language teacher is to teach the

student to use the language in a natural way,- not to teach linguistic forms in

a synthetic way", tn. 211). lqAwmark points out the danger of language

teachers misusing transforMational grammar the same way as structural

linguistics was misused. Therefore language teachers must remember these

three evident facts:

1. systematic attention to tharnmatical fOrm is neither necessary 'nor
ro

sufficient for successful: language learning;

2v teaching language in meaningful and usable contexts is both

sufficient and necessary for successful language learning;

3i the formal properties'of sentences do not reflect 'relationships

of meaningful use', and consequently, teaching formal relations

is 'incompatible with the only necessary. and sufficient method

we know has succeeded for every speaker of a language (pp. 211,

212)
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2. "How Not to Interfere with Language Learning" by Leopold Newmark."

Newmark says that there has been an overemphasis of structural

linguistics and the reinforcement theory of psychology, Attention is called

to the importance that applied linguistics has made of language 'interference.

"The linguisticf< habit.; the speaker has learned for his first language will

interfere with his e:Itablishing new habits necessary for speaking a second

language." (p. 219). This really amounts to saying that the seta structures

used in the first language must be "fought off" ens substituted by a. new one

in the second language.

This linguistic structural approach led to programmed instruction:.

a step by step instruction to "terminal verbal behavior." It amounted to

"the marriage of linguistics and Psychology." (p. 22(1)

In answering the linguist's concern about InterferencE to language

learning Newmark believes strongly that the first evidence of ine.rference is

s.een in a "foreign accent", This-, Newmark claims , is the result c:...1(.<the

"speaker's lack of knowledge about English:" This happens because. tP
.speaker IS made to pr,rform before he is ready. The learner then leans on hi:

own; language~ The only cure for_ this is more learning in the second language.

The view's of "r5;21.nforcement-theory psychology forces English to to

:taught as "additive a;,id 'linear" 'Which means "each item is taught one at a

tLme in contrastive/ d;rills... and each one connected to ,a specified

16 Ibid, EiP 253',
i

275.
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stimuli." (p. 220) At this rate a child could ,.never learn to speak until he

becomes ari adult and "the adult learner would be dead." (p. 22W

The way a language is learned is "in whole chunks in a real context. "

says Newmark. This makes sense. "Language is learned a whole act at..a

time rather than learned as an assemblageof constituent skills" (pp. 224-

225). Newmark boldly suggests that "acquiring the willingness to perform-

learning in a second sense--seems to depend to a greater extent on

reinforcement on the student's own behavior and is thus not quite so amenable

to instruction without human feedback at the present time". In other words

Newmark is suggesting "self-instruCtion in the use of a second language."

(p. 227).

C. .-"Implications of Recent Psycho linguistic Developments for the Teaching

of a Second Language" by Leon jakObovits .17

jakobovits' article deals with the teaching of English as a second

language. First he explains the importE.inct of clarifying how a child learns

his native language. Words as "surface" and "base" are treated and three.

"lagoon areas" of the old view phonology, meaning, and syntax. jakobovitS'

implies that language acquisition is not by habit, repetition, and radorcement.

There is a difference between first languages and second languages and second

languages and second language learning. He considers four other aspects

related to second language teaching and does not Justify them:

17Frank j. Uidones, "Generative Grammar: A Report on Research,"c
English journal LIV (May, 1965), pp. 408-409.
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a) Teaching the knowledge of structure

h) Teaching successful strategies of acquisition

c) Teaching habit integration and automaticity

d) On semi-grammatical sentences

Jakobovits shows how all four of these ideas do not agree with the theory

of transformational grammar. As for the last one mentioned he states:

no teacher should ever force his pupils to use only

well-formed sentences in practice conversation, ..

Lawful transformations (exist) between semi-sentences

and well-formed ones. (p. 274)

A secondilanguagei and the effectiveness with which

language is used as. a communicative process are

performance factors that are affected by individual

differences... It is here that the concept of teaching

may assume its full importance. 275)

A two-year experiment in teaching genertitie grammar to ninth and

tenth graders was conducted by Professor Zidonis from the College of

Education at Ohio State Univ'ersity. He concludes that:

1) High School students can learnthe-principles of generative

grammar quite easy...

2) A knowledge of generative grammar enz.bles pupils to increase

significantly the proportion of well;formed sentences they write.
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3) A ,know edge of generative grammar can enable the students to

reduce the occurrence. of errors in their writing.

B. Which grammar';

The problem of which grammar es very realistic:dor all English
ri

teachers A description of the existing opinions about this matter today may

be seen in the quotations which follow,

i. Noam Chomsky..(1965)

I am no 'en expert on any aspect of the teaching of languages,

but rather.. -someone whose primary-concern is With.the structure of

language, and... the nature of cognitive processes ,. I aim frankly,

rather sceptical about the significance, for the teaching of languages,

of such insights and Understanding as have been attained in linguistics

and psychology, ,18

(19 6 6) The issue is often confused by a pseudo-probleni,

which ... deserves some further discussion-.

The generative grammar of a language is the sYstem.of the

rules which es'eblisla the relation between sound and meaning in

this language...

A descriptive grammar is a system' of rules that establishes

the sound-meaning correspondence in the language. A descriptive

grammar can be derived from a -generative

13I.P. B. Allen and Paul Van Buren, Language and LanaLuaL) L,Narning,
Choi:11s ky : Selected Readings. (London: 19 71) , pp. 152, 153.
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It is not a choice between competing systems but: rather

a choice between the whole dnd a part. 19

L Joseph Aurbach, Philip H. Cook, Robert B. Kaplan and Virginia J. Tufte

(196E3) Professor Chomsky and his colleagues are not directly

cOncerned with the applications of their theoretical r::.,kearch; in fact,

many transformational grammarians maintain that their work has no

immediate application,. We apologize to those theoretical
.grammarianaswhom thf,:s work may offend. O

presenting transformational grammar. )21

(Referring to their book

",-. Owen Thomas: Associate Professor of English at Indiana University feels

that generative grammar unifies and simplifies English grammar. (.962) The

.following conclusions were made by the Professor and his class of thirty

students after a careful study of traditional, structuraliand transformational -

generative grammars: ... certain deductions from the theories of Chomsky

could be applied systematically to the teaching of -grammar, not only in the

-secondary school..: traditionar.grz.--tramar provides at least a useful terminology..

... structural grammar... was far to complex to be readily adapted to the

needs of secondary school pupils.. ... ..... ..
.. .... ....... 0 a. ....... 0 .0 a a

19Noam Chomsky, "Thel Current Scene in Linguistic: Present
Directions", College English XXVI , (May, 1966), pp. 587-595.

20Transformational Grammar: A Guide for Teac 'ars: (Rockville,
Maryland: 1968), p. 11.

21Dwight L. Burton and John S. Simmons (Editors), Teaching English in
Todaysi High Schools, Selected Reeldings, (New Yorki4 1965), pp. 267 -271.
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... in sentence construction. first teach the use of the kernel

sentence. Secondary students could construct kernel sentences

of their own, , , Next... to construct passive sentences from their

kernels; then, negative sentences, "yes", or "no" interrogative

(s) , , and "-tArh" - interrogative (s) ..-. then combine their sentence:.:

for example the passive and the negative... certain definitions are

required, but < introduced only when they are nemssary... Thus

"noun" and "verb" should be defined when. the stuxients are being

taught the form of the kernel sentence, b017.

Chomsky.'s theOries are not difficult to understand... As

teachers, we can hardly ask any more of any theory,

a. .Peter Rosenbaum from Harvard 1.Tniversityands:2

transformational grammar preferable to structural linguistics...

(it) might clarify questions concerning. composition.

p ........ *ad ...... 4416
...the .most .1-cent account of empiric; research in this area

indicates the inconclusiveness of all such demonstrations....

..recert educational popularizations of transformational

. grammar have grossly misunderstood the results of trans -

-1-lormational research . .... . ..
The abstract construbts offered in a 'transformational

22Peter S. Rosenbaum, "On the Role of Linguistics in Teaching of
Engle ih" , =oar (Summer, 1965) , pp. 332 -348 .
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description and explanation. Neither die transformational

theory nor the transformational description of the syntax of

English contains any iraplicipeclagogical recommendation.

neither -'4oi it follow that a -transformational tiesociption of

Eng liLla shauld be taught in the classroom

5. Ralph B. Lori

(170) Everything the theora-ti,:::al linguist of the past twenty

years; have done with .T.',nglish grammar is incJomplete

Transformational analysis retFains an inconvenient fluidity, and

ETranocmatiorxd textbooks ae upersided very rapidly.

4 al C 4 . c .. c V 4 cOv ffl OOOOOO V I 1 9

vere criticism of TransforiTra tional textbooks has come even

from -,vithin Transformationali:t ranks.

...... 9 C I 4 I 9 4 S

So I would say.. cahnr.-A defensibly use transformations

in dw.5cribing English grammatical structure ... it seems c).ear that

...pragmatic traditional surface structure grammar should be taught

bit by bit.23

6. H. A. Gleason Jr.: (1965)

A.linc.juiSt and author of several texbooks.. about iiinguisties.

A generative grammar is often no more than a different formatin

which to present a grammar. It is not necessarily different in

any more essential way. Any adequate descriptive grammar can

23Ra1pla B. Long, "English Grammar in the 1970's, College English
XXXI (May, 1970), PP. 768-773.
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opinion and suggetion about this: situation will he stated in the conclusion

of this monograph. However, -:,efore closing this cji.scussion some semantic

aspects of grammar and an evaluation of two texts - one, a series with a

linguistic approach, the oth,,?r, a high school transforn-itional grammar will

be given.

The writer eNarnincd the Roberts English Series. A Linguistic Approach,

written by Paul Roberts .26 This series consists of :7:ix books; starting in

the elementary gi-7:!des with Book 1 and extending into high School with

nobk 3 which c:overs a complete high school course in l'A-IgWh. In his

17--)oks Robects rjenerally ber,ins elch unit with a selection from literature

poem (e.g. "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening" by Robert Frost in

Book 4), a story, an essay. Each hock, progressing in difficulty according

to the grade level, present.; items related to phonology, etymology,

morphology, syntax and semantics in the higher level. Grammar and compo-
.

sition are presented under syntax. The 'kernel sentence' and 'transforma-

tions ' are introduced in Book 7. More complex itansforamations and more

detailed items in semantics are found in Book B. Most poems and some

other literary t.3 C lectiorr which have heen chosen by Roberts have great

appeal to the senses and are rich in mental imagery.

Don M. Wolfe, in plainting out the problem of terminology when teach-

ing linguistics in the classroom, refers to Paul Roberts' English Series:

2GPau1 Roberts, The Robert English Series, A Linguistic Approach,
(New York: 1967).
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Mn. Roberts, (has) aPpliecl structural linguistier, to teaching,
-A,

and (has) 17,2c n mos' t ...:uccessful in th.V.t 'effort when (he). ha t: u:ru.d bluntly

to traditional grammar terms.. (He) h.c.,'..; been most succeful 1.vhen, (he) has

been drawn into !-:tr;:Inge terminology or p1(. .,11no5t all the

'.7ocabularvfor structral ti-an.:.1,tt,.-ic. into the traditional

vocabulary of gramiyr.

A valid evaluation of this .,eries can only be mada by -an actual experi-

merit '')f Its n. not r:-.2eornmend the speric.ling of huge

sums of money for a complete turnover of textbooks but a sr,-L'all scale experi-

mental prc.V:ct could, be c.':cpne.

Modern 1nIi.i .7entencr a High School English textbook

of transformational. grammar, prepro:: rcr the supervision of "The Center

for Programme .inEtt-uotion" war, al E:1Lamined, Albert R. ;labor from the

University of Oregon writes in the 'Foreward of this book:

What we urgently neecT., to improve the taa cling of grammar...

is, first, to clarify the prope: grounds for including the study of

grammar; st,cond, to make cure that the grammar. an

intellecturally defensible of the English language.and_its

mode of operating, one in harmony with the present state of knowl-

edge about the EvOlish grammar at the scholarly level; and third to

27Tivsviaht
L. Burton and John S. Simmons:, op. cit., pp. 256.257. .-

280-yrell RogOvin Modern Encrlish Sentence Structure , New York: 1964).
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The writer agrees with Professor Kitzhaber's evalu.:tioh of locovini

boo and feel:, that it could be ucce.isqully used in Puerto Rico. Iiut thc:

ame recommenc2ation 11, given foe the Paul Roberti; ::cries.

The -ema.ntic vet of grammar that har, recently 3ppeac,1 in cmc

tcxtLook.- ha orac relevant implication for acquiAtion of a

second language.

If we are to give any real understanding of the interro.latien

between the grammatical and semantic aflpccts of language, we

will need to examine more basic linguistic phenomena.

...the der.p -,tructure of :;entences... area in which it ha!:

,eemed core difficult to di ;tangle the two."

The writer haF recently Itudied two semantic -deep structure transfol-

mattonal textbooks:

-entials of rnril)7h GrarlImar31 by L. Terence

Langecioen,

of
e3z by

I.Vallace L. Chafe

Both Langedoett and Chafe think of deep structure as concepts, and

meanir,g as reference to the relationship of words. They agree that grammar

30Robbins Burling, Man's Mom? Voices, Lanot.Nsoc in Its CpItural
Context,fNew York: 1970), pp. GS. 6I.

31r. Terence Larigedoen, rLigatIgkszfanstliaLcarimsU, (New York:
1970),

32Wallaroo L. C;hafe, f &au,
Chicago: 1970).
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can be baT.,ed not: on nhonoic.).-.J1.7
;;

semantic meaning. They claim that 1::-2,n.g.,:tr...ge are

the same for all langi.iagef,, FInd thernforo the term may

33be user!.

Both author:7. 7)0int out that

areas or ion of F..nrnmar, cor;:icic: the verb to be central ir the

sentence 111:16 :Ai other it The natur,, of the verb

determinetvh7.!t the re: of the 1.7?c, what the of be
34nouns wilt be, The et-c al :-..emaritic influence i fowl-2 in all :.-:ente--nces.

tinc:7-that clor,ely ralaeh to the "role " t1:::e

- "nominal" epre!-..,.c ion is -thc r.)repositior that corr.:::Liponds to the "rol,a," played.

Langedoen conclude:-; the

It seerm; reasDrieblc to aurn:7 that cvry dec.p

structure of English sentences is accompanied by a prepo':itirin

of it 9wn, eel tl-r,t- this prepp!--Atio:a is delected if the role ic

made into the subject or diroci: ObjOCt of the sentr-nce "15

This knowle,,dc7e from semantics could help clarify clifficultie:3 which

students of English ac a second lanc,unge have :with verbs and the u::::age

of the appropriate prepositions with certain verbs.

33D. Terence Langedoera, op. cit., pp. 7, 42.
34 Ibid, pp. 52-88.
35Ibid, p. 94.



C. New directions. and changes in High School English teac!ting.

The ideas to Se prevented have been carefully thought through to

sure they parallel Chomsky's theory that language has a creative property

and that acqui3itie.n of language is innate. These ideas will be grouped

according to topicn even though thrt.- may be some overlapping.

1. A!,tillt,(10.-, arl motivavion

Languages attitudes must always be considered in bilingual

situations. fltudents' attitudes toward English may be greatly influenced by

the teacher who really is the key to effective and meaningful language

learning.

A grammar itt.1,nty as good a-, a teacher who uses it. One of the

classic failures of school grammar lie.: in the tacit assumption:: of both

student and teacher that grammar is inherently dull and boring. 33

Grammar may become v'ry tn.:citing if taught in the "right way".

The "right way" will include many varied and different approaches 93 will

be pointed out. Teachers must take much time to understand, to listen and

really hear what students say. Students themselves confess that "the teacher

is the single most important factor in their education".

Joseph Aurbach, Philip H. Cook . Robert B. Kaplan and Virginia J. Tufte,
Transformational Grammar: A Guide for Teachers, (Rockville, Maryland: 1968),
P. 9.
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(They) listen to the teacher who has learned' to listim (tothem).37 In second

language learning the teacher must especially learn to be a good listener.

Much opportunity to speak must be given to the students. A teacher who

does all the talking does not allow students time for discu:lsion which is so

very valuably' : "A second language is never really learned until a person

can use it to communicate his ideas." 38 The teacher must carefully examine

his "language ideas" andlanguage behab.i.or" which greatly influence

students.

Attitudes and motivation are of major importance in language learning.

"The attitudinal relationship between the teacher and the learner must be

considered,"3° Sometimes "the attitude of the learner may be influenced

by hiS hearer' E. attitude towards him as a foreign speaker and therefore he

40may avoid his foreign language... A teacher must be-skillful and imagina-

tive, but also kind and patient, and a symplithetic listener and guide for h

the learner. Thus there is less frustratnn for both the student and the teacher.

The attitudes of the learner's family toward English also affect the

attitudes of the learner and the acquisition of language by the learner,

37
Carolyn BOltarsk.y and Nelda Redersen, "Youth. Speak Out About

Teachers", Today's Education LX, (November, 1971), pp. 44-46.

38Fe R. Decanay, Techniques and m Procedures in Secondary Language
Learning, (QW,...:s'op:::City: 1963), p.

39 Philip D. Ortega, The Linguistic Imperative in Teaching English to
Speaker of Other Languages, (Washington, D.C.: 1970), P. 3.

4 °J-oshua A. Fishman, (Edited by) Reading in the Sociology of Language,
(The Hague: 1968), P. 567.
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His has already been pointed cut in chapter 1.
41

Likewise reference has been

made to motivation and interest in chapter 11.42

Whenever languages are in contact, one is likely

to find certain prevalent attitudes of favor or disfavor

towards thr languc:Iges involved. These Lan ha re

profound effects on the psychology of the individuals

and on their use of the languages.

these attitudes are directed at the people who use
43

the . . . . . . .languages ........ V 11

The learner's and the teacher' attitude toward the United States and

its culture greatly o.ffc.ct successful learning of English. Lad() states that

)nthe attitude tov.,arc the target culture must be positive, n44 (Lambert and

Herman) 45 and Cullen feel the same as Lado. Cullen expresses his opinion

in these words. "The goal of foreign language study, .. must include

3biculturism. .4

41 joSeph Kavetsky, "La EnseAanza del Ingl6s en Tuerto Rico: Una
interpretaci6n y crnica de la enseiIanza' y aprendizaje del ing/..4s en Puerto
Rico desde el a-o 1949"., (Universicla.d de Puerto Rico: 1943), p.

42 Ralph B. Long, "English Grammar in the 1970's", College English
XXXI, No. 8 (1970), pp. 763-772.

43Einar Haugen, Bilingualism in the Americas: A Bibliography and
Research Guide., (University of Alabama: 1968), pp. 95, 96.

44Robert Lado, Language Teaching, A Scientific Approach, (New York:
1964), p. 55.

45 Joseph A. Fishman, op. cit., pp. 473, 510.
46Arthur j. Cullen, "A New Option for Fereign Language Schooi",NEA

NEAi8rnal LVII, (April, 1968), pp. 13, 13.



Motivation is related to, and to a grel!fc degree, the result of t.Ae

suer ending attitudes of the learner, which affect his own attitudes.

His motivation to Item is thought to be determined

by his attitudes and by his orient, "to.-.1 toward kerning

a second ltir.7uage. The orientation is "inctrum,:ntal

in form if the purpose of language study reflects more

utilitarian value of linguistics achievement, such as

getting ahead in one's (job) ...47

2. The imperative of expecince and si.vahlra

Experience which leads to disoovery i5 real learning and caves the

learner something interesting, worthwhile, and me6:1Ingful to share.

Levtw's principle °Meaning by doing" was

for decades biWnterpreted... doing meant "handling

things" Ocinesthleties) and "going places" (fLeld

Vewey didn't rtille out such activities...

(however), such 'doings as reading, writing, speak-

ing, listening and thinking... activities were Incmtly

intellectual or "mental" ...the concept of experience

included thinking. 48

47Joseph A. Fishman, op. cit., P. 473, 474,
48Arnold Lazarus, and Roxanne Knudson, Selected Obiectives for the

Enclisk_I"anauacze Arts, Grades 7-12, (Boston, 1967), p. XIII.



Charles E. Fcrgunson points o lt cconci language learning is more

effective when it takes plzce:

by relatively informal unplanned imitation and use in actual

communication situations... The impression of the specialists in

language field is that languages learned by the informal 'using'

method are learned faster, more completely and with greater

retention than languages learned as subjects in F.chool or special

educational situation;,.... The problem for the educator fr how to

make the acquisition of languages through informal education

either as much like more natural learning as possible else to

discover and use method-, of language learning different from the

natural ones bat superior in results. 49

In his essay, "What Language Reveals", Walter Loban, a Professor

in the school of Education at the University of California, says

Future pupils will learn much through experience... and

language will often be linked to experience.

0 y o 0

.Not grammatical sentences patterns but what is done to

achieve greater flexibility and modification of ideas within

these patterns prove to be a real measure of proficiency with-

language.

49Frank A. Rice, Stink/ of the Role of Second Laneruaqes in Asia,
Africa and Latin America, (Washington, D.C.: 1962), p. 6.



Since formal instruction with grammar - whether linguistic or

traditional - has not pwed to be an effective method of improving

expression, one can conclude that pupils need many opre-"lnities

to grapple with their own thought and express it in situations

where they hive something thin' -.+71,.1-1 to communicate successfully.

Ir.struction can best aid the pupil's expression when individuals or

small groups with similar problems (and interests) are helped to

see how their own expression can be improvec1.5°

In regards to the four language skills there at:pears to be an agreement

among educators that:

practical ability must inevitably precede theory appreciation of

works in a foreign language. When introclucrs1 too early before

there is sufficient command of the language this leads to

frustration, boredom and antipathy... much (is) lost and little (is)

gained

...pay much more attention to the spoken language.51

Shane agrees that too many teachers give and expect "too much, too

soon (when students know too little." 52In other words, in learning a

50James 8, Macdonald and Robert R. Leeper, Language aocileleitnim,
(Washington, D.C: 1966), pp. 63, 71.

51M. A. K. Halliday, Angus Mclntoch and Peter Stevens, The Maul=
Science and Lanquace Teaching, (Blomingtbn; 1964, pp. 256, 257.

52Harold F. Sharxe, Linguktics and the Classroom, jeacher,
Washington, D.C.: 1957), pp. 33.
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a second language, and this is true even at high school level, teachers

are tglicted with "too-itis" and students suffer the effects of it. Students

- must be surrounded by a rich and varied background and many interesting

activities must be planned. Magas,ines.,, pamphlets, newspapers, paper

bound books and other books, as well a:, filmstrips and any other available

-aids for Learning FAtc-,iilc be part of every English program. "L:::aturation and
t. 53diffusion ", as in the program "Hooker. on Books" expresses what

Chomsky feels about second language learning "create a linguistic en-

vironment" 54,w includes literat's.re - novels, short stories, essays,

poetry, In fact, all that has been sau.C. about 1.7arninci through discovery

and experience an.L .Jpo'ften. lariguacx. parallels Chomsky's convictions

about language.

Two professors at the Univer.Jity of Mexico dealt with factors which

influence second language learning. "Amount of exposure... educational

adjuncts (radio, T V, newspapers, books), common elements within the

two languages... may be other factors influencing the learning of a second

language. "5a These adjuncts" give the students topics to talk and write

about, especially articles which interest-the class, and can "serve as

53Daniel N. Fader and Elton B. McNeil, Hooked on Books: Program,
and Proof, (New York: 1968), p. 24.

54 Mark. Lester (Editor), Readings ain Applied Transformational
Grammar, (New York: 1970), p. 13.

55Lloyd S. Tireman and Miles V. Zints, "Factors Influencing Learning
a Second Language", English journal LX)OCI, (January, 1961(, pp. 310,313.



models for the writing assignment... One thing is certain, It is futile to

expect a student to express his own ideas if he doesn't have appropriate

ideas to express, .. oral language is the preparation for all other language

activities, 56

Befor,,,, high school stu,.-Icnt,; c,7,n inte1147'ntly an-112nden=tandably

in English tiler; seed tnany listening experiences. Random listening helps,

but selected listening, following instructions is more effective,

Lis tening can be combined with other activities:

I ..... PPPPPPP 0 A ......
Show a sound film once, then show it silently again and ask students to

supply the commenting or a dialogue:, .57

Skits, drama, games, 'therapy groue.3, multi-media mothered by

psychodelic hi-fi aesthetic expericnce"58 are other ways students use

oral English. Pedfrfction is not the goal; the great value lies in the

opportunity students have to use their innate ability to language creativity.

Gavin suggests ways to capture students' interests and to motivate

them to participate in English classes in a positive-manner. These .ways

he terms as Public Relation approach.

The 4-oubl.e with English is that it has a had

image... Negativism. People don't like English...

56Fe. R. Dec:anay, op. cit., pp. 361, 365.
57Robert Lado, op. cit, pp. 95, M.
58Robert C. Lambert, "Three New Faces of English", English 'journal

LX, (October, 1971),A5p. 900-912,
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teachc::. the tiva: .......
an' ltirjuagc. teachinci) have

gr.;11Q11:.'::1011, .

-.::afitrtaver:4 L.; :111 of

Language, has %vork.c.-d out a numi-aer

such

language is, rIal; c.:.evc:loped, how

This introduc,-,ion would be re.viLZL, because much ha:: happened

withla the last twenty years since th "manual" waz written. Elowevcr,

even though the oral approach {simile: to '.Frier,) is stressed there are some

basic principles and assumptions about language and language teachPng

59William r. Gavin, "English ", P (public) R (relations) .style, "

NE/3.. journal , (March, 1969), P. 43.

60Kenatth W. Johnson, l'eachm.' Manual for American English Course,
(Mexico, 05-9), pp. 1, U.



and learning that may he includ(:c.i here because They allo,apply to a trans!.

formational approach.

a) Jrie can learn to speak and understand a language only by being

exposed to the spoken..Idnguage and by using the .spoken language.

Onc the soun,.i S y.. Lu i l of a second language primarily

through imitation of native: : speakers of that language.

c) The ccaliy significant features of the second language should

be pre::ented to the stuticrit in a logical sequence and with .

empha.s.i.,,; on special difficulties.

d) Grammar, a name for the devices of form and arrangement that

compri,::e English struetuce, mhould never, be taught as an.end

in Itself, but only as a means to the end of learning the

language.

e) Lengthy ,;-:pranations of usage are relatiVely ineffective In

scormd language teaching, and generally should be avoided. 61

These above principles and assumptions suggest that in high sch.

there must be many 'Opportunities to hear the language spoken by native

speakers and to participate. in discussions. When native speakers

not available , recordings-tapes and recoreds can be used.

3. Words and sentences in context

Learning the vocabulary of a second language does not necessarily

mean nor insure the learner he is learning the langgade and much less



.3

that he will learn to expreeol I'. 1 r:6- thnt

As the res tilt of Eng11!4h rc.:eart: Pt Ilarvarcl, droll ZtyCC-:

that linguistic meanings learnr-4 " A- -614:0cLis

26 ,in a sentence meaningful 7 1,`,1tarl iworiJu :,uc,:n ail

expertence. "Dialocniocl 11,11 ^'' 4,111..C';%C7C, 111511:17., 111011?

meaning flu to be more inrmuacir., whcn "native :,p,ar:eru'' uue

it. 53

Aa the re:;ult of much strirly anrl .'7r?7trr:11, ricorge A. MiliQr believes:

Se?ntencr, t!nntr,,t dee!. indecd .;ervf, to narrow

the range... In e-,,:qinary conv2:.,.01:lon , unit of -peech

,),?.rceotIon

tiingle rrtorpherne

of a nyntactir . porceptual unit.: (Aye)

larger than a ntn-.11- T.-vor;'., 64

As for verbal context and recall "C.ont,:xtual, c.16:pota;.lencies

extending over five or six words permit po,-,It4..ve traty-.for, thz.tit

those familiar dependencies, rather lin ri meaning !ler that faeilltai:e
rr

learning.

62
John B. Carroll, The Study of Language, (Cambridge: 1955), pp.1341,185.

63George A. Miller, "Some Psychological Studies of Grammar",
American Payohologist XVII, (November, 1962), pp. 743-761.

6401 Saporta (Editor) Psycholinguistics A Book of Readings, (New
York: 1966), P. 205.

65 Mary Elizabeth Fowler, leaching Language, Composition and
Literature, (New York: 1965), p. 5.



The significance of Millet-1n finding7 may not be overlool:e in second language

learning and teachiny. This implien that mere repetition of p-.11:tern.; does not

help to learn the grammar of Eng1L1h.

4. Writino COIT1HoAtion anci_creattre writ:1,11g

Nigh School Engli h teacer-. nrr? often discouraged, nand pu:,....Arai to

know what the br.-7t ;approach to writ:Irv!. To acdentute their problem

,11(1 profc7!7orr. 1-qaynr: .them for the student!;` poor cuality

of corn-...ilira that tudentrl who enter can neither

read efficic-n!...1,:., r-rite coherent expository pose or command

fc-.1is level of -;t7311;3;A:.,1 EmilL-11, '36 th,.-.qame thing about

entering 1-.1 e Univernity Rieo.67

writi.n,Tr;r1(' composition "tips," for teachers"

is avallabl pe1.1.%)..:1(7.11' of thele tips"

and sugge,-,-,:iDn`: ry:ypc1 and u7era when pproaching writing from a

trLinsforma;:lronal csrarnmar vi,:rvpoint, 71: rntut: he remembered that writing iti

difficult and "thour7ht, put into and it like teaching a new

language... Comper.ltion involve,,, individual !;election of vr.cabulary and

structure for the of per57.onal rne,:zIn1ncl.36

66S Kro,yetAy, "La En-e'lan7a del Ingl6s en Puerto Rico: Una
InterPretaci6n y crrtica de la onseilanza y aprehdizaje del ingles en Puerto
Rico de ..k Mo 1949," UniverrAdad de Puerto Rico: 1963), p. 27.?.

67
'Wilga M. Rivers, Teachitig F Ieign 11ngRame (Chicago: 1968),

pp, 252, 258.
68Mary Elizabeth Fowler, op. cit., pp. 83, 84.



Fowler recogni.... individuality and the creative a.;:-.)cct of language:

Grarnmattual crcors arc: ..Ind are

best attacked through individual irmtrIction...

improvr?... by having many opportunities,

with the thr.. teacher:, for titructirrt,nciithrir

own thought:,

noi: ii.r2e..:'te.c.", that thy, .;tudy of grammar,

cfre.mniar it it or hog'." carefully it

improIir:!ment in

writing_ 1)1.01....:: Irtrr)roven12,nt will ba small and

;lion bc. non-existent.,70

;:rc "F,tudents

are asked to l'un thci can " n p.:-)per a triosphre and

background for writing nact not To help ',:c.acher7 know how to create

a proper backgrounc:t th;:e ':writer Jmv guiders:, which are a combina-

tion of ideas ceceived from various: OUrCe Mary Elizabeth Fowler ,
s

71

book, two Engii h roucnal Article::: 72 and r::17-r: frccrr, person,-_,1 experience.

"Paul Robert:: and the Teaching of Composition,"
English_ Journal VLII, (May, 1963), pp. 331-335.

70Teabhing Language, Compolition and Literature

71Lorena A., Anderson, "Ways and Means in Teaching of Writing,"
English journal LI. (December, 1972), pp. C521-524,

72Eric W. Johnson, "Avoiding Martyrdom in Teaching Writing: Some
Shortcuts", English Tournal LI, (September , 1962), pp. 399-40.
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a) Provkie a Pet)Per 1:IirOuil the bul'etin toad:,

newspaper and magaziuo article, paintings and pictures, TV,

films, recordings, school activities - in classes and extra-

curricular literature, e,,, sj. fly other numerous "igniters"

or "captivators" of intere*t.

b) Allow sufficient time for discussion a nd sbarincLof ideas

"Class discussion is a souriLl ba-is fur writing... as a warmup

for writing cxperiUnces... oral warm-ups usually enrich the

compositions (and are) sEqfstarters .73 -Liscussions and sharing

may be carried on as a large class or in small groups which gives

more opportunity for all stn.- nts t.,o participate.

c) Small groups should not consist of more than five or six members.

The teacher may circulate and "listen in on each group's conversa-

tion. Appoint leaders for the groups; this insures better participation

and a flow of conversation.

d) Be brief but clear in all explanations given

Carefully guide the students to understand what is expected of them.

c) Remember meaning comes before form. What the student has to

say is the most important consideration. "Over-attention to form

has done more harm that good to many students". Writing improves

through practice and as the student develops more fluency, skill

73Simon Certner and. Murray Bromberg, (ettinc Your Students to Write
More Effectively, (New York: 1964), pp. 63, 64.



and control over the language, self - confidence will

increase and fear will decreace.74

f) Give morz short writing assignments than long compositions.

g) Don't curb creativity. Let the students have freedom

of style.

h) Teach and help students to revise their first drafts.

Revision may be done in various ways:

1) individually with each student - The teacher helps each student

while others work in small groups helping each other or while the

class is reading.

2) in small groups - The teacher or student reads his paper and the

group with the help of the teacher revises. An overhead projector

is very helpful for this activity.

3) by the teacher only - Then common errors would be duplicated or

by the use of a projector are presented to the class for correction.

The teacher guides the class to find and correct the errors. A

worthwhile culminating activity might be to make a contrastive

analysis of Spanish and English syntax on the basis of the type

common errors.

i) _Decide with the class what the bass of evaluation will

be

74 Mary Elizabeth Fowler, op. cit., p. 134.



Evaluation is for learning, not for giving a grade or

a numerical or percentage value.

j) Don't mark allesz&E, especially for the first writings.

Decide what aspect or aspects of writing will be

stressed for each assignment e.g. expression of

ideas , word order, spelling verb tenses, etc. As

students progress move will be expected in the eval-

uations. Such a method prevents student frustration.

k) Enrichmexi- Plan a contest, make a literavy magazine,

publish writings in the school newspaper or local

newspaper as thenS:In Luan Star.

Composition writing should be made only after pupils have had much

experience with shorter pieces of writing because much more skill and

organization is involved. For students who have difficulty choosing a topic75

the "double- barrelled composition topic" or the "single-barrelled"76 helps

ma:te wtiiing easier and more enjoyable and comfortable. An example of a

"double-barrelledutopic is:

11 was one of the (best, worst) things that ever happened

to me. (Meeting some special person, working last summer,

reading that book breaking off with that fellow, etc. 77 Such a

75Simon Certner, Tested To and Technic:Lies for Imorcyjna Writing,
New York: 1964), pp. 6 - 15.

76Simon Certner end litursinuBtx:mberg, op. cit. , pp. 21-31,

77Simon Certner, op. cit., p 8.



topic allows the student much freedom and elaboration so that writing becomes

more natural.

The single-barrelled topic is an:

emotionally charged topic... highly motivated "keystone"

selttnces call upon responses which will require only

short writing duration. Only a single spontaneous

reaction summondd forth by means of such topics...

wide variety of subjects provided by emotionally charged

topic sentences... present pupils with a choice of

several topics. (Give the title and the "keystone"

sentence). Examples:

(1) Very personal

Never again...

If I had may way...

(2) Life is Like That

You can't have everything.

(3) Indignation

They are getting away with murder. 78

This type of topic is especially well adapted and appropriate esr

compositions of only a few paragraphs or even only one paragraph.

This new theory that language acquisition is innate cis() implies that it

is a creative property. This creative characteristic of language can be

78Simon Certner,and Murray Bromberg, op. cit., pp. 21, 27. 28.



readi:y expressed through creative writing which permits more freedom of

self-expression. "Creative writing can't be taught. The teacher serves as

a catalyst. 79 This type of writing may take many forms - poetry, short

stories, novels, riddles, etc.

An experiment was made in New jersey 80 with a "poets - in residence"

program in which professional posts came to the primary and the high schools

to conduct teacher workshops. The ideas and techniques used in these

workshops were such as could be adapted for writing programs with the pupils

in the classrooms. One thing particularly emphasized was, "Creativity can't

be supplied nor demanded." Emotionally charged questions as:

What &Ives you crazy:

What do you love:

What makes you happy? sad?

usually resulted in some type of creative writing because the students were

readily motivated to reply to such inquiries. The results of this program

showed a widespread verbal expression of pupils' emotions and many poems

of high literary quality were produced.

5. _curriculum changes and grouping

The structure of transformational grammar may suggest and even tempt

79Harold G. Shane and June Grant Mnrly, Imorswina _Language Arts
Instruction Through Research, (Washington, D.C.: 1963), p. 63.

80Debra Stela, "Thousands of Classroom Poets", Todavls_Eclucation
LXI, (February, 1972), pp. 18-20.
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teachers and educators to change the organization of the English program so

as to parallel the sequential presentation of applied transformational grammar.

This is a worthy feature of this new grammar be ;cruse its application has a

"special appeal to language teachers". 82 How much a change would apply

to second language teaching is not clear to the writer. But it seems to

indicate that such changes could be take plelwe at the junior and :3 nior
:,

high choo1 levels.

It is worth noting the United Kingdom's approach to teaching the English

vernacular which in many ways seems to comply with the transformational

theory in: "a deemphasis on cognitive learning." United Kingdom

does net believe in the direct teaching of language

skills but does emphasize being "good listeners"

to be "receptive". "Many British teachers see no

need to plan a curriculum to teach discrete skills,

and this, in essence, is why so many cannot share

the American concern with literary heritage, grammar

or rhetoric. It is not that they fail to recognize that

such subject matter e.xists,it is rather that they focus

on different goals. "Writing, speaking, interpreting,

and reacting are thus seem similar and central to a

81Mark Lester, (Editor), ReadinctsAPPlied Transformational Grammar
(New York: 1970), p. 215.

82Loc. cit.

81
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process in which the ultimate end is a fuller, more

sensitive response to life itself.83

'United Kingdom's program is very similar to individualized instruction.

Individualized instruction or its modification offers great possibilities for

High Echool English in Puerto Rico. The Council of Teachers of Eng li1-3h

recommended that:

no formal grammar units be t..1.;.ght. after the tenth grade because

students' mistakes in grammar are so individual after that grade.

They recommend to use individualiz:AF3n. Each student learn.

to edit, his own .work and concentrates on his dificienties. In

such a program the teacher serves as a guide.84

This type of program could be very profitalac., and workable for the

last two years of High School English. It allows for flexibility and permits

the teacher to diagnose, prescribe and guide the students. A modification

of this program coudl take the form of grouping

Grouping students according to "multilevel approach"

"below level" or "on-level" makes it possible for students

to feel at ease and in a group in which he can achieve...

. Adjustments are made during the year to advance students.

... or to redesittpate the entire class... The teacher

83Edward R. Fagan, "Individualizing the Study of Eng4sh." English
journal LX, (February, 1971), (1 pp. 236-241.

84 IbId, pp. 236-241,
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feels more effective and can act as a counsellor.

Students rate of failure is lowered , dropouts are

minimized and students keep interested

In such planned grouping students from the "on-level" group could likely

tutor other students in other groups who are having difficaies1.,. From per-

sonal experience and from testimonies of other teachers student tutors learn

by tutoring others because they become more aware of their own problems

and how to solve them. In some cases intellectual underachievers benefit

most.86

One other curriculum attempt to second language teaching might be a

bilingual program. Puerto Rico is already experimenting with such an

approach at the seoondary level. For a report of Puerto Rico's bilingual

program the reader is referred to chapter one. Ina bilingual program a

contrattive analysis of Spanish and English syntactic features could be made.

Another approach which seems plausible and adaptable for Puerto Rican

High Schools is the "Hooked on Books. "87 Program. A complete explana-

tion of this program with a reading list 88 of 1,000 paper-bound books is in

the footnote above. Such a program. offers great possibilities for High School

85 Michael Hernick, "Grouping Foreign Language Students", Today's
Education LVIII, (January , 1969), pp. 38, 39.

85-Mary M. Harris, "Learning by Tutoring-Others", ToclaylpEAL12cat n
LXm (February, 1971), pp. 48,49.

"Daniel N. Fader and Elton B. Mcneil, Program and Proof, (New
York: 1968),

88Ibid, PP. 148-173-



English teachers and pupils and, the writer feels sure, would produce exciting

worthwhile results.



Chapter IV

Conciasions and recommendations

"The only learning which significantly influences behavior is

self-discovered, self-appropriated learning.

to 6666666
I am only interested in being a learner, preferably learning things

that matter, that have some significant influence on my own behavior."

Carl Rogers1

10n Becoming a Person, (Boston: 1961), p.p. 275, 276.



The writer .tu2tifi:.; the 't/i.1-).. 7:1 h h:1!", (7`:1

well as the intAusior information

because the reader t rate of r nçfl tr.

Rico and the pre..;cni:

Likewise, the brief !.-.1.:'';orical ef ing+Aties help rrnr to

under;tand the early rlevs2lopment ar L prb1em Involved

The recent theory of 1:Ing;,.c. accluf..!-,, PACT. 71 Ile transformational - crenerative

grammar had to be S.. ufficiently th:-.t the reader wou.1d untier-

stand the application:: of thi3 theoiT 1t Impl-ications for I,?nrni..n.c; and

teaching English as a r.econd

The conclusions an:.17.-c-,,comm,_?,..-.tion7.: arc, 5;y;ec 1. on the recent findings

about transformation,:ti - generative rTremrn,ar ci c. the result of much ste.e.v

and research done by psychelinguitic, .!Ii,,-.71olignistF. and ,..?c ctorF:. The

reader should keep in :m1rt..1 that th ,. followin6 n,::-crarnencla-

tions are made for teaching Engli:=1.1 -econd anquage pnrticularly at

the secondary level/.

CONCLT.1.01r

1. Neither the traditional nor the structural approach to teaching '.and learning

English is by itself efficient, effective and meaningful for the student.

and teacher.

2. A transformatiOr461 - generative approach does appear to provide satisfac7

tory, successfZul and prom! .ing c.E.,sults necessary for le6rning English.

3. English 'a/second language is it acquired in the sarn way as the

vernacular,, neither is it learned bY,habit.



4. The behavioristic approach with itc "pattern-practice" ,"mirrliC-me mory" ,

"reinforcement" anu "Fitimulus-response" used by the struc;:uralists 13

not sound .nor logical for language learning.

5. The mechanic. s of spok(:.,n English - pronunciation, rhythm , pitch, stress,

etc - shoulo no :jiver first consWeration but instead the functional

aspect of English, its meaning ire context ("in large chunks") lau.:;t: be

stressed.

6. Mastefing a vocabulary and pronunciation do not insure successfully

learning to speak and to wr.3.1.e Ett.li!lh. Therefore:

7. There must be less concern about a foreign accent and semi-grammatical

statements; an :cant ow repine and semi-grammatical Statements

are natural to native speakers arld seem to be related to 'kernel ,sentences'.

8. Evidence seems to show that there i no correlation between formal

grammar study and written Englisl-J.

9. Surrounding ana saturating the Lerner with English through many different

situations and experiences which involve listening and speaking provides

a very essential and important part of learning English.

10. Individual differences must ire cons;dereci especially in light of the

creative property of language. This infers individualization of teaching

English.

110 Individualizati(m may be successfully adpated in the classroom through

grouping and the use of tutors

12. The use of audio-visual resources is necessary for helping to provide a

rich English atmosphere needed in the English program.
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13. The role of'thc EngliF',11 t.7.) provide many meaninglid.

experiences which h1-1.1) 1 -c117(.-iovcri.c.-7 in :English

The teacher "guide'.--,"

1. The Depart Ment of Education and the University of Puerto Rice should join

their efforts and budgets to recruit qualified persons to study the now

available transformational (or generative) grammars at the secondary level.

Through the help of the English Curriculum Center controlled experiments

using a transformational approach, should be carried out in several schools

on a small scale. Careful evaluation of the results should be made, The

writer agrees with Dr. Long.

.... no revolutionary idea should be incorporated in

materials for use in relatively elemental courses until

it has been carefully examined, and approved, by

scholars with varied points of view....2

2. The English Curriculum Center in San Juan should examine and prepare a

list of "paperback" books for the Department of Education to provide for

use in the High School English classes. The book, Hooked on Books:

ramg and Proof lists 1,000 paperbacks3 which may be used in high school.

3. Also the "English Center" should carefully prepare a usable and

2 Ralph B. Long, "English Grammar in the 1970's", College English XXXI,
No. 8, (May, 1970), pp. 764-773.

3 Daniel M. Fader and Elton B, McNeill, (New York: 1963), pp. 145-175.
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understandable analysis of the differing features of Spanish and:English

syntax (based on common errors students commit in English as a second

language) for the English teachers, especially at the secondary level.

4. For a successful .oreign language program in English the Department of

Education must :nake available audio-visual resources - rddio, TV sets,

(film - filmstrips, slides and the appropriate projectors) for every language

teacher.

5. The English program must not emphasize or focus on English grammar -

(sentence structure) - but rather on the functional aspect of English in the

student& life.
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